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Summary 

This work contains: - a study of cetain fibrations associated to a finitely 

determined map-genn f: (a;n,O) -+ (a;p,O), n < p, and its 

multiple point schemes, 

- relations between target and source invariants, and 

- some remarks on the real case f: (1R2,O) -+ (1R3,O). 
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Introduction 

This work contains three chapters. 

In chapter I we srudy fibrations associated to certain map-germs f: (~,o) -+ 

(Cp,O), n < p. It is divided into five paragraphs. 

In paragraph one we select, among the representatives of a germ of an J1le

versal unfolding F: (Cn)(Cd,O) -+ (CP)(cd,O), F(x,t )=(ft (x),t) of a discrete stable 

type map-germ fO: (o:;n,O) -+ (o:;P,O), n < p, what we call a good representative of 

F. It is obtained by choosing a representative of F, again denoted by F and 

neighbourhoods U, Wand Z of the origin in CnxCd, c P and Cd respectively so 

that: 

(1) F(U) ~ W><Z 

(2) F\O) '"' U = {OJ 

(3) F: U -+ WxZ is a finite map, i.e., proper with finite fibres. 

Also. if we consider the analytic subset Irel(F) = { (y.t ) E WxZ ~ CpxCd: the 

germ of ft at f~l (y) '"' Ut is not stabl.e }. where Ut = {x E Cn : (x.t) E U}. then. 

for that choice of representative of F, the projection 1t: WxZ -+ Z into the 

parameter space Z ~ Cd verifies: 

(4) the restriction 1t I Irel(F) is a finite map. 

and hence. for any neighbourhood W t of the origin in a:;p. with Wt ~ W ~ o:;P, 

there exists a neighbourhood Zt ~ Z of the origin in Cd such that : 

In paragraph two we, loosely speaking, provide the image X of a good 

representative F, away from Irel(F), with a Whitney stratification. This is done in 

(i) 



two ways; either we consider the restriction F: V1 ~ Wx(Z-B) of the good 

representative F, where B = 7t (Irel(F») ~ Cd is the bifurcation set of F, or we 

consider the restriction F: U2 ~ (W-Wt)xZt. Then the stratification considered is 

that by stable types, as defmed by Gaffney in [Ga 3]. 

The reason for considering these two restrictions of a good representative 

will become clear in paragraph three. There we apply the Second Isotopy Lemma 

to the sequence of mappings F 7t V -+ WxZ ~ Z where F is a good 

representative and 7t is the projection. In order to do so, we need not only that F 

is proper but also that 7t is proper. Hence, we replace the neighbourhood W by a 

closed ball B£ of radius £ > 0 small and centred at the origin of ~p. Then, we 

make sure that the boundary S£xZt is transverse to the image of the restriction 

F: V2 -+ (W - Wt)xZt. Since the image of F: V t -+ Wx(Z-B) and the image of 

F: V2 -+ (W- WOxZ1 coincide in (W-WOx(Z1-B) we obtain that S£x(Z1-B) is 

transverse to the image of the restriction F: Vt -+ Wx(Zt-B) of the good 

representative F and, by the isotopy lemma, we have: 

F:Vt -+ X~ BEx(Zt-B) is locally trivial over Zt-B with respect to 7t. 

Consequently we obtain: 

- a 'fibration' of the map F: V t -+ X whose 'fibres' are the 

mappings ft : Ut -+ Xt which are topologically independent of the parameter t E 

Zt-B, since Zt-B is connected and 

- a locally trivial CO-fibration of the image X whose fibres Xt 
are the image of the mappings ft, above. 

We'call Xt the disentanglement of the image of the initial map-germ fO: (~n,O) -+ (~p,O). 

(li) 



In paragraph four, with the assumption that fo is of corank 1 at the origin, 
. . 

we obtain, for a given good representative F: U 1 -+ Wx(Zl-B), Milnor fibrations 

over Zl-B of the multiple point schemes jjc(F,y(k» of F (see [M-M], or 

equivalently chapter m of this thesis, for definitions and properties of rtc(F,y(k» ) 

as a consequence of the Ehresmann Fibration Theorem. The Milnor fibres are the 

multiple point schemes D'(ft,y(k» of the mapping ft and the critical fibre is the 

leiS rtc(fo,y(k». 

Thus, in the end of paragraph four we are equipped with many fibrations (over 

the same base) associated to a good representative. So, over a parameter t in the 

complement of the bifurcation set B ~ ¢<i we have the fall wing diagram : 

J.. J.. 
-k 
D {ft, y(k» 

-k -+ •.. -+ D (ft) 

J.. 

J.. J.. 
-2 
D (ft,(2» -+ . 52(ft) 

J.. 

Ut 

ft 
X t -+ 

Since the smooth spaces i1«ft,y(k» are Milnor fibres of the leIS i1«fO,y(k», we 

have that the Euler characteristic of i1«ft,Y(k» is related to the Milnor number of 

the leIS i1«fo.y(k» as follows: X (i1«ft.y(k») = 1 + (-1)s J.1( i1«fo.Y(k»). where 

s b the complex dimension of i1«fO,y(k». 

So. in the diagram above, all spaces, but Xt • have their Euler characteristic 
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related to Milnor numbers of ICIS (here we observe that we can take Ut small 

enough so that it is closed and contractible). 

Finally, in paragraph five we bring Xt into the scene; Le., we show how 

the disentanglement Xt can also have its Euler characteristic· related to Milnor 

numbers of ICIS. This relation is obtained by fIrStly relating (by combinatorial 

methods) the Euler characteristic of Xt and the Euler characteristic of the multiple 

point schemes of ft (Theorem (5.12»: 

x(Xt )= 1+ y. r 
r~2 y(r) 

-1 

where y(r) = (al, ... , ah) runs through the set of partitions of r, with ai ~ ai+ 1, 

P - k (p - n + 1) + h ~ 0 and exi= # {j : aj = i}. Here we shall understand that if 

Dr(ft ,(y(r» is empty then the coefficient of its Euler characteristic in the formula 

is zero. 

Equivalently, if we replace X (l1\ft»), in the expression above, by X (IJc(ft)/ Sk), 

through the formula (Proposition (5.16»: 

we end up with (theorem (5.18» : 

X(Xt )= 1+ L (_1)k-1 X(&(ft>/Sk)+ 
k~2 

k La· 
+ L L (-1) -(-1) 1 x (If(ft,(y(k» ) 

k~2 y(k) II .exi ex·, 
.>1 1 1. L 

where y(k)=(at. ... , ah)"# (1 k) runs through the set of (ordered) partitions of k 

with p-k(p-n+l)+h~O andexi= # {j: aj = i}. 

(iv) 



Finally, substituting X ( Br(ft ,(y(r» ) by ~ ( Br(fo,(y(r» ) through the relation: 

X (5r(ft,Y(k») = 1 + (-l)SJ1(i5r(fo,y(r»), where s is the complex dimension of 

i5 r(fO,y(r» we obtain (5.20): 

p 
k La· L 

where Cy(k) = 1 + k=2 
k 1 ~ (-1) -(-1) 1 

( -1)++ LJ ) 
y(k) IT i(Xi (X., 

'>1 1. 1_ 

When (n,p) = (2,3), i.e., fo: (<t2,O) -+ (<t3,0), and the multiple point schemes of fo 

_2 / _2 -3 / 
D (fo) S2, D (fO,(2» and D (fo) S3 are all non-empty, this formula is of 

particular interest: 

x (Xt ) = ~ ( :5 2
(fo)/ S2 ) + C(fO) + T(fO)' 

where C(fO) and T(fO) is respectively the number of cross-caps and the number 

of triple points of fO' 

In a recent work [Mo 4]. David Mond proves that the disentanglements of 

the image ~f mappings fO: (<tn ,0) -+ (<tn+ 1.0) have the same homotopy type of a 

wedge of n - spheres. Hence, when p = n+ I, the formula (5.20) gives the number 

of n - spheres in that wedge. This result resembles that of. 1. Milnor ([Mi] chap.7 ) 

or H. Hamm ([Hal). 

(v) 



In chapter II we deal with simple singularities of corank 1 map-germs 

f: (1R2,0) -+ (1R3,0). It is divided in three paragrahs. 

In paragraph one we present morsifications for the simple singularities, i.e. 

stable deformations for the map-germ f, such that their images in 1R3 present the 

correct number of cross-caps (Whitney umbrellas) and triple points. 

Paragraph two is pictorial. In it we present drawings of what could be 

called the disentanglement in the real case for the image of simple singularities of 

map-germs from 1R2 into 1R3. 

In paragraph three we calculate the singular homolog.y of the image of 

morsifications for the family of singularities Hk. 

Chapter III is joint work with David Mond and contains its own 

introduction. 

There one finds results that are used in the previous chapters, namely: 

definition and properties of the multiple point schemes of maps and a 

characterisation of stability and finite determinacy of corank 1 map-germs 

(Theorem 2.14); a corank 1 map-germ is finitely determined if and only if each 

multiple point scheme of dimension at least 1 is an ICIS, and is stable if 

moreover each non-empty multiple point ~heme is smooth. We end the chapter 

with a relation between source and target invariants of finitely Jit-determined map-
23' 

germs f: (Q; ,0) -+ (Q; ,0) (Theorem 3.4); 

J.L(D2( f») = 6 T( f) + C( f) + 2 J.L ( f5 
2 

( f)/ S2 ) -1 , 

where D2( f) denotes the double point curve of f in Q;2. 

(vi) 



Chapter I 

Mapping Fibrations 

" ... there is often a creative tension between geometry and rigor. 
R.igor follows the initial conception with a much greater time 
delay in geometry than it does in algebra. Also, when it comes, 
true geometers often feel its language misses the, essential 
geometric ideas. Language is not well adapted to describing 
geometry, as the facilities for language and geometry live on 
opposite sides of the human brain. This peroaps accounts for 
the presence in the current literature on singularit ies of 
express ions lik.e "using the isotopy lemma, it can be shown" 
without the forty pages of geometric construct ions and 
estimates needed to apply the isotopy lemma." 

Mark. Gorensk.y & R.obert Mac pherson 
( [ G-M] p. 22 ) 



§ 1. Good representatives of an unfolding of a finitely determined 

map-germ 

The main reference for this paragraph is Grauert-Remmert's Theory of Stein 

Spaces [G-R] chapter 1. 

We start with some properties of fmitely ~-determined map-germs. 

(1.1) Lemma: If h : (G;n,O) -+ (G;p,O) is a finitely ~-determined map-germ then 

there exists a neighbourhood U of the origin in G;n such that (h I U r. L(h) )-1 (0) 

= {OJ, where L(h) is the set of critical points of h. 

Proof : (see [Ga 1] p. 66 ). 

(1..2) Proposition : Let f: X -+ Y be a holomorphic map such that xo is an 

isolated point of the fibre f-l(f(XQ»). Then there exist neighbourhoods U and V of 

Xo in X and f(xO) in Y respectively, with f (U) ~ V and such that the restriction 

flU: U -+ V is a finite map, ie, a closed map with finite fibres. 

Proof: (see [G-R] p. 54). 

(1.3) Corollary: Let F: (G;nxG;d,O) -+ (G;pxG;d,O) be an unfolding of a finitely ~

determined map-germ fO: (G;n,O) -+ (G;p,O), given by F(x,t) = (ft(x),t), with n < p. 

Then for any representative of F there exist neigbourhoods U and V of the 

origin in G;nxG;d and G;pxG;d respectively such that: 

F-1(0) r. U = {OJ, 

F(U) ~ V 

and the restriction FlU: U -+ V is a finite map. 

Proof: Since an unfolding of a finitely ~-determined map-germ is a finitely 
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9(-detennined map-genn itself, by lemma (1.1) there exists a nei~hbourhood V' of 

(Cnx(Cd such that (F I (D'll L(F»)-t (0) = {OJ. In our case, 'n < p, V'll L(F) = V'. 

Now by proposition (1.2), there exist neighbourhoods V and V of the origin in 

the source and target of F respectively such that F I V : V -+ V is a finite map. 

(1.4) Definition: A finite representative of an unfolding F: «(Cnx(Cd ,0) -+ 

«CPx(Cd,O), F(x,t) = (ft(x),t), of a finitely 9(-detennined map-genn fO: «(Cn,O) -+ 

«(CP ,0), n < p is' a triple (F I V,V,V) as in the corollary above. We shall 

sometimes denote the restriction F I V simply by F. 

Next we state some properties of finite maps. 

(1.5) Theorem: (The Direct Image Theorem for Finite Maps) 

Let F: X -+ Y be a finite holomorphic map and S be a coherent sheaf of 

Ox-modules. Then the direct image F*(S) is a coherent sheaf of Oy- modules. 

Proof: (see [G-RJ p.55) 

-t 
(1.6) Lemma: If f: X -+ Y is a closed map and V a neighbourhood of f (y) 

in X, for some y E Y, then there exists a neighbourhood V of y in Y such that 

-t 
f (V) ~ V. 

Proof : Just take V = Y - f ( X - V ). 

(1. 7) Theore~ (The Projection Theorem) 

Let S be a coherent analytic sheaf on a neighbourhood V of the origin (0,0) 

in (CPx(Cd. Suppose that the origin (0,0) is an isolated point in 

supp(S) II «CP x {OJ). Then there exist neighbourhoods Wand Z of the origin in 

(CP and (Cd respectively, with WxZ ~ V such that the following hold for the 
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projection 1t: WxZ -+ Z : 

(i) the restriction 1t I (supp(s) () (WxZ» is a finite map, 

(ii) the direct image 1t*( SwxZ) of the restriction of S to WxZ is a coherent 

sheaf of eJZ-modules. 

Proof: (see [O-R] p.53). 

We now return to our finite representative F: U -+ Y with U £; u:nxu:d and Y £; 

u:pxu:d as in (1.4). 

In Y we consider the set Irel (F) = {(y,t) E Y : the germ of ft at f;l(y)()Ut is not 

stable}, where Ut = { x E u:n : (x,t) E U }. 

(1.8) Proposition: Irel(F) is an analytic subset of Y. 

For the sake of completeness we include the proof (cf. [na] p.310). 

Pr<?Of: We are going to define a coherent sheaf )\e1(F) of eJy-modules sllch 

that Irel(F) = suPP(Jlrel ( F». 

Let us consider 

8n,dCU) the sheaf of analytic vector fields germs "in the u:n direction" on U, 

8p,d(Y) the sheaf of analytic vector fields ge~s "in the u:P direction" on Y and 

8(F) the sheaf of germs of sections of F*T(U:P xu:d) ("the vector fields along F"). 

Then, if x 1, ... , xn are coordinates on u:n and Y 1, ... , Y P on u:P, 

8n,dCU) is the free sheaf of eJu-modules on a/ax1' ... , a/axn and 

8p,d(Y) is the free sheaf of eJy-modules on a/ay 1'···' a/ay p. 

Let us define: 

homomorphism. Thus, ~rel(F):= coker (IF) is a coherent sheaf of eJU-modules. 

Hence by (1.5), the direct image F*~rel(F) is a coherent sheaf of eJy-modules. 

Finally we define: 

-3-



wF: 9p,d(Y) -+ F*~rel(F) by Lf3i a/aYi -+ the class of L(13i 0 F) a/aYi in 

F*~el(F) Then wF is a sheaf homomorphism. Thus, ~el (F):= coker (WF) is a 

coherent sheaf of Oy-modules. 

Now for a given (y,t) e Y the germ ~i 0 F is defined as a germ at F-1(y,t) () U 
and the stalk of JIlrel (F) at (y,t) is zero if and only if the germ of ft at 

f;1(y)()U t, (Ut' = { x e a:;n : (x,t ) e U }) is infinitesimally stable. Since 

infinitesimal stability implies stability, it follows that Irel(F) = sUPP(~el (F ». 

(1.9) Having obtained Irel(F) ~ y ~ a:;pxa:;d as an analytic set, we now want to 

project it into the parameter space a:;d and we want the image of Irel(F) in a:;d to 

be an analytic set as well. The Projection Theorem (1.7) will do the job. So, we 

need to have the origin (O,O)eY ~ a:;pxa:;d as an isolated point in sUPP(JIlrel(F» () 

( a:;~x{O}). But the supposition on the initial map-germ fO: (a:;n,O) -+ (a:;P,O), that 

it be finitely ~-determined, does not imply that hypothesis. Thus we shall restrict 

ourselves to a smaller class of map-germs, namely finitely )'I-determined map

germs. 

(1.10) Theorem: Let fO: (a:;n,O) -+ (a:;P,O) be a finitely ~-determiQed map-germ, 

n < p. Then fO: (a:;n,O) -+ (a:;P,O) is finitely )'I-determined if and only if for each 

representative f of fO there exists a neighbourhood U of the origin in a:;n such 

that if U ()(\y) = {Xl' ... ' Xk} = S, then the multi germ of f at S is stable, for all 

y ¢ 0, but near O. 

Proof: (cf. [Ga 1] ch. 3) 

With the notation of (1.8), we have )'I( fO) := JIlrel (F) ® 0 d 
, (9 a:; p+d a:; 

is a coherent sheaf with stalk at 0, )'t( fo)o = 9(fO)/ T~(fo). Now, the theorem 
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follows from the Nullstellensatz for coherent sheaves. Indeed, dirI?CC Jil( fo )0< 00 if, 

and only if 0 is an isolated point in supp (Jil( fO ». 

(1.11) So, if F: V ... V is a finite representative of an unfolding F: (CCnxCCd,O) 

... (CCpxCCd,O), F(x,t) = (ft(x),t), of a finitely Jil-determined map-germ fo: (CCn,O) ... 

(CCp,O), n < p then by the theorem above, the origin (0,0) E CCpxCCd is an isolated 

point in supp (~l (F» (J (CCPx{O}). 

Now, applying th~rem (1.7) to the projection 1t: CCpxCCd ... CCd and S = Jolrel ( F ), 

noticing that if a map g: X ... Y is a finite then g I g-1(V) : g-1(V) ... V is again 

finite, for any open V in Y, we obtain: 

(1.12) Proposition: Let F: V ... V be a finite representative of an unfolding 

F : (CCnxCCd,O) ... (CCpxCCd,O), F(x,t) = (ft (x),t), of a finitely Jil-determined map

germ fo: (CCn,O) ... (CCp,O), n < p and let 1t: CCpxCCd ... CCd be the projection. Then, 

there exist neighbourhoods W and Z of the origin of ccP and CCd respectively 

such that: 

(i) 1t I (supp (J'lrel (F) ) (J ( WxZ» is a finite map, 

(ii) 1t (Irel (F) (J (WxZ» is an analytic subset of Z ~ CCd and 

(iii) F I V 1: V 1 ... WxZ is a finite map, where V 1 = F -1 ( Wx,? ). 

We shall denote the restriction F I V 1: V 1'" WxZ simply by F: V 1 ... WxZ . 

(1.13) Definition: By a good representative of an unfolding F: (CCnxCCd,O) ... 

(CCpxCCd,O), F(x,t) = (ft (x),t), of a finitely Jil-determined map-germ fo: (CCn,O) ... 

(CCp,O), n < p we shall understand a triple (F, V1, WxZ), as in the proposition 

above. 

(1.14) Remarks: (i) A good representative F: V1 ... WxZ will always come 

together with a projection 1t: WxZ ... Z ~ CCd such that and 1t I (Irel(F) (J (WxZ» 

is a finite map and 1t (Irel(F) (J (WxZ» = B is an analytic set in Z ~ CCd. The set 

-5-



B is called the bifurcation set of the unfolding F. 

(ii) let p = 1t I ( Irel (F) " (WxZ». Then p is a closed map. 

Thus, given a neighbourhood Irel(F) " (WI xZ) of p·'(O), where WI£; W £; a:P is 

a neighbourhood of the origin in a:P, with WI£; W, it follows from (1.6) that 

there exists a neighbourhood ZI of the origin in a:d, ZI £; Z such that p.'( ZI) = 

(1.15) Note: In the next paragraph we shall need to restrict our good 

representative F: VI -+ WxZ so that its image avoids the analytic set Irel ( F) in 

CCpxCCd, i.e., the points (y,t) in the image of F such that the germ of ft at ftCY) " 

V t is not stable, where V t = { x E a:n : (x,t) E Vt}. This will be done in two 

ways: 

-6-



We shall also be considering the closed image X (resp. X').in Wx{ Z-B) 

(resp. (W-Wt)xZt) of F I Vi : Ui~ U2 -+ WxZ2 (resp. F I U3: V3~ U3 -+ 

W2xZt) where vi ( resp. V3) is the closure of vi= F -t(W'x(Z'-B» (resp. vj = 

F -«W'-Wt)x zi) w~th W' ~ a:P and Z' ~ a:d neighbourhoods of the origin such 

that W' ~ W and Z;~ Z (resp. Wt ~ W' ~ W and Zt' ~ Zt ). 

-7-



§2. Stratification of good representatives 

Let F: V 1 -+ WxZ be a good representative of an unfolding F: («;nx<<;d,O) 

-+ (<<;pxa:;d,O), F(x,t) = (ft(x),t) of a finitely ;;I-determined map-germ fa: (<<;n,O) -+ 

(<<;P,O), n < p . 

In this paragraph we shall stratify the image of the good representative F , 

away from the analytic set Irel(F) n (WxZ) in a:;px«;d (ie, we are going to 

consider any of the restrictions of the good representative F: V 1 -+ WxZ 

mentioned in (1.15», having in mind that in the next paragraph we shall apply 

Thorn's Second Isotopy Lemma to the sequence : 

Vl~ WxZ ~ Z 

The main references for this paragraph are [Ga 3], [Mo 3], [1M] and [Gi]. 

We. begin with some definitions (see [Gi] ). 

(2.1) Definition : Let F: V -+ Y be a smooth map. A stratification of F is a 

pair (~,;;Iy) with ~ and ;;IV Whitney stratifications of V and Y respectively 

such that: 

(i) F maps stratq, to stram. 

(ii) if AVE ~ is mapped by F into AV E ;;IV then F: AV -+ Ay is 

a submersion. 

(2.2) Defintition : Let F: V -+ Y be a smooth map and M, N ~ V submanifolds 

such that F I M and FIN have constant rank. Let x EM. We say that N is 

Thom regular 'over M at x relative to F when : 

given a sequence (Yi) in N, Yi -+ x such that ker Tyi(F I M) -+ 't (in the 

appropriate Grassmannian) then ker Tx(F I N) ~ 'to We say that N is Thorn regular 

over M relative to F if it is Thorn regular over M at every point of M. 

-8-



(2.3) Definition: A Thom stratification of a map F: U -+ V i~ a stratification 

(JqJ, ~V) of F such that for any two strata AU l' AU2 of JqJ we have AU2 

Thorn regular over AU1 relative to F. 

(2.4) Remark : If ~U and ~V are Whitney stratifications of U and V 

respectively, F: U -+ V maps stratum into stratum and for each stratum AUE JqJ, 

F I AU is a local diffeomorphism then (;V, ~V) is a Thorn stratification of 

F:U-+V. 

Indeed, for any stratum AUE JV we have, ker Tx(F I AU) = 0, xEAU. So, 

Thorn's regularity condition holds trivially. 

(2.S) Let F: U 1 -+ WxZ be a good representative, as in the beginning of this 

paragraph. Then away from the analytic set Irel(F) n (WxZ) ~ CCpxCCd (defined in 

(1.8», F is locally trivial. 

In other words, let F: U2 -+ Wx(Z-B) where B is the bifurcation set of F 

defi~ed in (1. 14)(i). Let (y,t) E (Wx(Z-B») and F-1(y,t) n U2 = {(X1,t), ... ,(Xk,t)} for 

some k. Then the germ of f t at {X1, ... ,Xk} is stable. 

So F: (U2, {(X1,t)"",(Xk,t)} ) -+ (Wx(Z-B), (y,t») is a trivial unfolding of 

ft : (U2nUt, {Xl, ... ,Xk}) -+ (W,y), where Ut = {XECC
n 

: (x,t) E U2}. Hence there 

exist diffeomorphisms cp and 'I' such that the diagram 

(U2 ,{(X1,t)"",(Xk>t)}) _F_ .. ~ (Wx(Z-B),(Y,t») 

cp 

. . . I B) d commutes. So, F is locally tnvIa over (Z- ~ CC . 
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(2.6) The same reasoning applies if instead of the neighbourhoods W and (Z-B) 

as above, we consider respectively W2 = W - W1 and Z1 as in (1. 14)(ii). In this 

Next we are ,going to provide the (closed) image X = F(Vi) in Wx(Z-B) ~ 

(resp. F1V3 ': V3 ~ V3 -+ W2xZl) (notation as in (1.15», with a Whitney 

stratification. 

(2.7) There is a natural partition of the image X of F, away from Irel(F), by 

stable types that we describe below (cf. [Ga 3], [Mo 3]): 

Let (y,t) and (y',t') be points in X. 

We say that (y,t) is equivalent to (y',t1, and write (y,t) ... (y',t'), 

if ft : (U2f1Vt, fil(y) f1 V t ) -+ (W,y) and f1': (U2f1V1', f;! (y')f1V1') -+ (W,y') are 

jI-equivalent. This is obviously an equivalence relation. 

Since X f1 Irel(F) = ¢ then ft and ft' are stable. So, we can specify each 
-1 

equivalence class of ... by the local algebra Q(ft)S of ft at S = ft (y) f1 V t (cf. 

[Ma 3]). 

Let us d,enote by QR(F)(y,t) the connected component of the equivalence 

class of ... through (y,t). We shall refer to QR(F)(y,t) as the stable type stratum 

of X through (y,t) ( or as the target stratum of F). We denote by SR(F) the set 

of all, QR(F)(y,t)' 
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(2.8) Throughout we are going to assume that SR(F) has only finitely many 

strata. Finitely ~-determined map-germs fO: «l:n,O) -+ «l:P,O) fo~ which this is 

verified are called by T.Gaffney (in [Ga 3]) discrete stable type map-germs. 

Examples of these are corank 1 map-germs or all finitely ~-determined map

germs with (n,p) in the range of nice dimensions, according to Mather 

(cf. [Ma 6]). 

(2.9) Proposition :. The partition SR(F) is a Whitney stratification of the image X 

in Wx(Z-B) ~ (l:px(l:d of the restriction F IVi: Vi~ V2 -+ Wx(Z-B) of the good 

representative F: V 1 -+ WxZ .. 

Proof: (i) SR(F) is locally finite 

This follows from (2.8). 

(ii) Each stratum QR(F)(y,t) is smooth. (cf. [Ma 4]) 

In fact, QR(F)(y,t):= { (y',t ') E Wx(Z-B) : Q(ft)S ~ Q(ft')Sr}, 

where S = f;1(y) (') V t = {Xl, ... ,Xk} and S' = f;! (y') (') Vt' = {Xl', ... ,Xk'}. 

Since ft : (U2 (') Vt , S) -+ (W,y) is a stable multigerm, then each map-germ 

f~i): (U2(')Ut ,Xi) -+ (W,y) is stable. Therefore, there exists a representative of f?~ 

again denoted by f~i) , defined in a neighbourhood Ni of xj, Ni ~ (U2(')Ut)~(l:n, 

(i) {' n (i) (i)} . such that QD(ft )x.:= Xi E Ni ~ (I: : Q( f t )x. ~ Q( f t >X,. IS smooth. 
111 

, 

F rth . f(i) Q (f(i». . I' w;rp ak u ermore, Since t maps D t Xi ImmerSlve y Into ~ '" , we can t e 

smooth. 
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From the stability of ft we have that the tangent spaces Ty ( QR(f~i»y) are in 

general position in TyU:P. Thus. ~(ft)y:= i01 QRU:
i
\ is smooth. 

Finally, by the local triviality of F over Z-B (2.5), we have QR(ft)yx (Z-B) ~ 

QR(F)(y,t)" Hence QR(F)(y,t) is smooth. 

(iii) Whitney's regularity condition (b) is verified for any pair of strata of 

SR(F). 

In fact, it is immediate from Kuo's ratio test ([Ku]) that each stratum which 

has a zero-dimensional stratum in its closure is regular over it. Further, we can 

always reduce checking the regularity condition to the case of a pair of strata 

where one of them is zero dimensional. Indeed, if QR(fVy is an r-dimensional 

stratum then ft:(U2flUt, f~1(y) fl Ut ) ... (W,y) is equivalent to an r-parameter 

,..., l"ttI-t 
unfolding of some stable mUltigerm fv: (Uv• fv (Z)flUv) ... (W', z) with Uv £; 

a;n-r and W' ~ a;p-r, and this equiValence extends to F: U2 ... Wx(Z-B). Since 

the strata in a;p-r are regular over QR(fv)z' because it is O-dimensional, they are 

regular over QR(ft)y in a;P and over QR(F)(y,t) in a;pxa;d. 

(iv) The frontier condition, ie, if S1 and S2 are strata and S1 fl S2 :;I: ¢ 

then S2 ~Si follows from [1M] proposition (8.7). 

Hence, SR(F) is a Whitney stratification of the image X in Wx(Z-B) £; a;pxa;d of 

the restriction FIUi :Ui~U2 ... Wx(Z-B) of the good representative F: U1 ... 

WxZ. 
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(2.10) In the same way we obtain a Whitney stratificatition S'R(F) (by stable 

types) for the image X' in W2 x Zl £; (tP x (td of the restriction F luj: uj £; U 3 

~ W2xZl (notation as in (1.15» of the good representative F: U3 ~ W2xZt. 

where W2 = W-Wl. 

(2.11) Remark: It is apparent from the proof of (2.9) that the stratification 

SR(F) verifies: 

for every toE (Z-B), the. closed image Xto of the mapping fto in Wx{to} is 

Whitney stratified by stable type strata QR{fto)y, for any {y,to)EWX{to} since the 

germ of fto at F-1(1t-1(to»f1Uto is stable for every toE (Z-B). The same applies to 

the initial map-germ fo: «(tn,O) ~ «(tP,O) since for all YE(tP -{OJ, but near 0, the 

multigerm fO: «(tn, f;(Y» ~ «(tP,y) is stable, by theorem (1.10) above, so the 

stabie type strata QR(fo)y together with the origin {OJ is a Whitney stratification 

for the image Xo of the map fo in (tP (here we once again use the fact that by 

Kuo's ratio test [Ku] any statum that has ·a zero-dimensional stratum in its closure 

is regular over it ). 

In the next paragraph we are going to show that if we take W = Be£; (tP (the , 

closed ball of radius e > 0, boundary Se and centre in the origin) with e > 0 

sufficiently small and if Wl = Be/2 ~ (tP (the interior of Be/2) then Se xZl 

intersects the 'stratified closed set (X',S'R{F» transversally in (W-W1 )xZl and 

hence Se x(Zl-B) intersects the stratified closed set (X,SR{F» transversally in 

Wx(Z1-B). 
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(2.12) Corollary: (i) Associated to the target stratification 5 R (F) of X in Wx(Z-

stratification Sn(F) of Ui (resp.S'n(F) of uj) such that the pair (Sn(F),SR(F») 

(resp. (S'n(F),S'Ro:'») is a Thom stratification for the mapping F lUi: Ui -+ X S;;; 

Wx(Z-B) (resp.FIUj:Uj -+ X'S;;;(W-Wt )xZl). 

(ii) The restriction of the projection 1t: Wx(Z-B) -+ Z-:-B (resp. 

1t: (W-Wt)xZt -+ Zt ) to X S;;; Wx(Z-B) (resp. X's;;; (W- Wt)xZt) is a stratified 

submersion, Le., 1t I QR(F)(y,t) is a submersion for each stratum QR(F)(y,t) E 

SR(F) . 

Proof: (i) For any (y,t) in the image of F we have F-(y,t) = {(Xt,t),,,,,(Xk,t)} for 

. -1 

some k. So, if we take the connected component of F (QR(F)(y,t» through (~i,t) 

as the stratum Qn(F)(Xht) through (xi,t) in the source of F, then the set of all 

Qn(F)(Xi,t) constitutes a Whitney stratification Sn(F) for the source of F. 

Moreover, F I Qn(F)(Xht) -+ QR(F)(y,t) is a local diffeomorphism. So, by (2.4), 

the pair (5 n(F),S R (F)) is a Thom stratification of F. 

(ii) 1)e local trivia .lity of the good representative F implies that each 

target stratum QR(F)(y,t) is of the form QR(ft)y x (Z-B) (resp. QR(ft)y x Zt ) . 

Hence, the restriction of the projection 1t to each stratum QR (F)(y,t) is a 

submersion onto Z-B S;;; «;d (resp. Zt S;;; «;d ). 
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§3. Fibration of good representatives 

In this paragraph we apply Thom's Second Isotopy Lemma (see below) to 

the sequence U ~ WxZ ~ Z where F is a good representative of an 

~-versal unfolding F: (CCnxCCd,O) -+ (CCpxCCd,O) , F(x,t) = (ft (x),t) of a discrete 

stable type map-germ fO: (CCn,O) -+ (CCp,O), n < p. 

Here the main references ar~ [JM] and [Oi]. 

fj f1 
(3.1) Definition: A sequence of spaces and mappings A i -+ ... -+ A 1 -+ A 0 is 

said to be topologically trivial over Y with respect to the mapping 1t: AO -+ Y if 

g. g 
there exists a sequence of spaces and mappings B i ~ ... -+ B 14 B 0 and 

homeomorphisms hj : Bj xY -+ Aj such that the following diagram: 

Bi xY-+ ... -+ B1xY -+ BOxY 

hjJ, h1J, hOJ, 

A. 
1 

-+ ... -+ A1 -+ AO commutes. 

fi f1 
(3.2) Remark: If the sequence Ai -+ ... -+ A 1 -+ A 0 is topologically trivial 

over Y with respect to the mapping 1t: AO -+ Y then each 1tOf10 ... ofj : Aj -+ Y 

is a trivial fibration. 

(3.3) Theorem' (The Second Isotopy Lemma) 

Let M ~ N ~ P be a sequence of smooth mappings and 

manif<;>lds. Let V and V be closed subsets of M and N respectively which admit 

Whitney stratifications ;<IV and ;<IV respectively. Suppose that: 
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(i) The pair (.lltJ, .?y ) is a Thorn stratification for the restriction G I U : U -+ Y 

(li) The restrictions G I U : U -+ Y and 1t I Y : Y -+ P are proper maps. 

(iii) 1t is a stratified submersion, ie, the restriction 1t I Ay : Ay -+ P is a 

submersion, for each stratum AyE .?V . 

Then the stratified map G: (U, )<IV) -+ (Y, )<IV) is locally topologically trivial 

over P with respect to 1t I Y : Y -+ P. 

Proof: (see for e.g [JM] or [Gi] ). 

(3.4) Corollary : In the above conditions, if P is connected then the topological 

type of the map Gu : U ra G-t ( 1t-t(u) ) -+ Y ra 1t-t(u) is independent of u E P. 

As a consequence of (3.3) we obtain: 

(3.5) Proposition : Let F: U ~ (a;nxa;d ,0) -+ WxZ ~ (a;pxa;d ,0) be a good 

representative of an ~-versal unfolding F: (a;nxa;d,O) -+ (a;pxa;d,O), 

F(x,t) = (ft (x),t) of a discrete stable type map-germ fo:(a;n,O) -+ (a;p,O), n < p. 

Then there exist an EO> 0, and a neighbourhood T ~ Z of the origin in a;d such 

that FIUi:ui~U2 -+ xra(BEox(T':'B»).iS locally topologically trivial over T-B 

with respect to the projection 1t: BE x(T - B) -+ T - B, where BE ~ W is the closed o 0 

ball of radius E centred at the origin of a;P and B is the bifurcation set of F. 

To prove (3.5) we first let Eo> 0 be so small that for all E, 0 < E ~ Eo, the 

sphere of radius E and centre at the origin in a;P, SE intersects the (closed) 

stratified image Xo of fO transversally in a;P, as a stratified set in a;P (as we 

remarked in (2.11), Xo is stratified by stable type strata QR (fO)y for all y¢O, 

togeth~ with the origin); ie, SE rhQR(fo)y. Now, we consider the restriction of 

the good representative F: U -+ WxZ : 
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-I -I 

F IU3:U3~ U3 -+ W2xZ1 with W2 = W-W1 and Z1 as in (1. 14)(ii). 

Let (X', S'R(F» be the stratified closed image of F in W2xZ1 and X' (') 1t-1(0), 

the image of fO in W2X{0} ~ <cP, where 1t: W2xZ1 -+ Z1 is the projection. 

(3.6) Proposition: In the above conditions, there exist a neighbourhood T of the 

origin in <cd, T ~ Z1 such that, the set E' = X' (') (S£oxT) is a Whitney stratified 

subset of CCpx<cd and the restriction of the projection 1t I E' : E' -+ T is a stratified 

submersion. 

(3.7) Lemma : Let M and P be smooth manifolds, let Y ~ MxP be a Whitney 

stratified subset and suppose that the restriction of the projection 1t: MxP -+ P to 

Y is a stratified submersion. Then, if C is a submanifold of M and p is a point 

of P : 

. (i) (Cx{p}) rh (Y (,)1t-I (p») in Mx{p} iff (Cx{p}) rh Y in MxP 

(ii) if (Cx{p}) rh Y in MxP, for all pEP then (CxP) rh Y in MxP and 

1t : ( CxP )(') Y -+ P is a stratified submers~on. 

Proof: (i) Obvious. 

(ii) To show that 1t: ( CxP )(') Y -+ P is a stratified submersion, we 

consider any stratum Ya. of Y. Under the hypothesis of the lemma, (CxP) rh 

Ya. in MxP. Now let p E TpP and suppose (m,p) E Ya. (') (MxP). As Ya. rh 

Cx {p} , we have T(m,p)Ya. + (Tm C) x {a} = T(m,p) MxP. 

So, there,exist elements of T(m,p)Ya. and (Tm C) x {a} whose sum is (O,p). 

That is, there exist mE Tm C such that (m, p) E T(m,p)Ya. (thus (m,p)+(-m,O) = 
(0, p». Then (rn,p) E T(rn, p) (CxP) too, so (m,p)E T(rn, p) (CxP) (') T(m,p)Ya. 

= T (m,p) (CxP) (') Ya. ) , and 1t: ( CxP )(') Y a. -+ P is a submersion. 
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Proof of (3.6): By (2.12), the restriction of 1t: W2xZl -+ Zl to the stratified 

image of F in W2xZl, (X',S'R(F» is a stratified submersion. We have: 

(SEOX{O}) rh (X'rm-1(O» in W2x{O}, ie, for any stratum QR(F)(y,t) E S'R(F), 

(Seox{O}) rh (QR(F)(y,t) n 1t-
1(O») in W2x{O}. This is equivalent, by (3.7)(i) to 

(Seox{O}) rh X' in W2xZl. In other words, if g t: Seox{O} -+ W2xZl is the map 

given by gt(s) = (s,t) then gorhX' in W2xZl. But the set 

{g E C
OO

(SEOX{O},W2xZt) : grh X'} is an open and dense subset of 

C
OO

( Seox{O},W2xZl)' since SEOX{O} is compact and S'R(F) is Whitney regular 

. (see e.g. [G-M] p.38). In particular, there is a neighbourhood T £; Zl of the 

origin in ~d such that: for all t E T, g t rh X', ie, (SEOX{t}) rh X' in W2xT, for 

all t E T. By (3.7)(ii), this is equivalent to (SE xT) rh X' in W2xT. Thus, the set o 
E' = (Se xT) n X' is Whitney stratified by S':= S't (F) n (SE xT). Again by o 0 
(3.7).(ii), 1t: (E', S') -+ T is a stratified submersion. And this proves (3.6). 

Proof of (3.5) : The Whitney stratified (closed) image (X, SR(F) in Wx(Z-B) of 

the restriction F IU2: U2 £; U2 -+ Wx(Z-B) of the good representative F: U £; 

(~nx~d,O) -+ WxZ £; (~px~d,O), verifies: (here T £; Z£; ~d is as in (3.6») 

- (SEox(T -B) ) n X' and (SEox(T -B) ) n X coincide, hence (SEOx(T -B) ) rh X 

in Wx(T-B)£;~px~d 

- The set E = (Be x(T-B» nX is stratified by SR:= SR(F) n (BE x(T-B» o 0 

and th.e boundary of E, aE := (SEOx(T -B»nX is stratified by- SR(F)n(SeOx(T -B», 
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- the restriction of the projection 1t: Be x(T - B) -+ (T - B) to E is a proper 
o 

stratified submersion (since Be 0 is compact ) . 

Hence: - the map F: (Ui, SO) -+ (E, SR) is a Thorn stratified map, where the 

Whitney stratification So is obtained as the pull-back of SR, as in (2.12)(i). 

- F I ui : ui -+ E is a proper map, since it is a finite mapping. 

- the restriction 1t IE: E -+ T - B of the projection 1t: B Eox(T - B) -+ (T - B) 

is a proper stratified submersion. 

So, the hypothesis of (3.3) are verified, and this proves (3.5). 

(3.8) Remark: In the above conditions we have obtained : 

- 'Fibration' of the mapping F lui: (ui, 5o(F) -+ (X, 5R(F) )~BE x(T-B), 
o 

where B~td is the bifurcation set of F; whose 'fibre' over a parameter t E (T - B) 

is the mapping ft : Ut -+ Xt, where Ut = {x E tn: (x,t)Eui} and Xt=X(')(Beo{t} ). 

By (3.4), since T -B ~ t d is connected, the topological type of ft does not vary 

with t 

- Locally, trivial CO-fibration of E = X (') (Beox(T -B» over T -B, whose 

fibre Xt over t is the image of the mapping f t above. In other words, there is a 

stratum preserving homeomorphism h: E (') 1t-t(n) -+ (1t-t(t) (') E )xn where n is a 

neighbourhood of t in T -B ~ t d . In particular the fibres Xt of 1t are 

homeomorphic by a stratum preserving homeomorphism. 
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(3.9) Definition : The image Xt of the mapping f t above descri~ will be called 

the disentanglement of the image of the map-genn fO: (G;n,O) -+ (G;p,O), following 

useage of de Jong and Van Straten [J-S]. 
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§4. The Milnor fibrations of the multiple point schemes. 

In this paragraph we obtain Milnor fibrations for the multiple point schemes 

i1'(F,'y(k» of a good representative of an ~-versal unfolding 

F: (CCnxCCd,O) -+ (CCPxCCd,O), F(x,t) = (ft(x),t), of a finitely jol-determined corank 1 

map-germ fo: (CCn.O) -+ (CCp,O), n < p. 

For definitions and properties of the multiple point schemes, see [M-M] or 

equivalently see chapter III, below. 

Some denotations (and. connotations) about Milnor fibrations of an leIS 

used here are borrowed from [Lo] chapter 2. 

(4.1) Recall that, in paragraph 3 we have chosen a representative 

FIU2:U2~ U2 -+ BE xT~ CCpxCCd of the germ of an ~-versal unfolding 
o 

F : (CCnxCCd,O) -+ (CCPxCCd,O), F(x,t) = (ft (x),t), of fO: (CCn,O) -+ (CCp,O) with the 

following properties: 

(i) For all e, with 0 < e ~ eO' the (closed) image Xo of fO is a Whitney 

stratified subset of CCP, transverse to Se = aBe. 

(ii) For all t E T, the (closed) image Xt of ft is Whitney stratified 

transverse to SeOx{t} in CCpx{t} (In particular I(ft) f1 Seo= ¢, and we are referring 

to the stable type strata, which are the only ones to meet SeO). 

(iii) F is locally stable (this follows from the ~-versality). 

(iv) F is 'proper. 

It follows that for all partitions y(k) = (r 1' ... ' rm ), ri ~ ri+ 1 of an integer k, 

~ . -
D (F,y(k» is a smooth analytic subset of l.\:, (or empty). 
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-k -k 
Let P'Y(k) : D (F,'Y(k» -+ T be the projection of D (F,'Y(k» into the parameter 

space T £; a:;d of F. 

(4.2) Theorem: Let B £; T £; a:;d be the bifurcation set of F. Then provided 

-k -1 
p-k(p-n+l)+m ~ 0, the restriction P'Y(k) fD (F,'Y(k» (") P'Y(k) (T-B) -+ T-B is a 

-k 
locally trivial smooth fibration whose fibre, D (ft,y(k» is a Milnor fibre of the 

-k 
leIS (D (fO,'Y(k», 0 ) . 

k 

Proof: Define rk : Uk -+ IR~O by rk«xl,tl),.··,(Xk,tk» = 11k L I fti (xi) I~ 
i=l 

Then rk is a real analytic function on Uk; we claim 

~ ~ {} (i) rk defines 0 in D (fO,'Y(k» £; D (F,'Y(k», Le., rICI (0) = 0 and 0 is 

not an accumulation point of the critical values of r
k 

IOk(fO,'Y(k» - O. 

(ii) {rk = e} is a smooth subset .of Uk, and P'Y(k) : {rk = e} -+ T is a 

submersion. 

(iii) 
-k 

P'Y(k) : D (F,'Y(k» -+ T is proper 

The theorem will follow from these three statements. To prove the claim, 

(i) if (x 1 ,0), ... ,(Xk,0») E P;(k) (0), then fO(Xi) = fo(xj), for all i, j. 

Denote tpis point (fO(Xi») by y E a:;p. Now let A'Y/(r) be the stable type 

stratum through y in XO; ('Y'(r) is some partition of an integer r, with r ~ k, and 

'Y(k) < 'Y'(r), ie, fJ(F,y'(r» projects into or includes in Ok(F,y(k»). Since Xo is 

stratified transverse to Se for all e with 0 < e ~ eO' A'Y'(r) is transverse to Se at 
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the point y, where e= I y I, and hence there exists a smooth pat~ (J(u) in A'Y'(r) 

with (J(O) = Y and (J'(O) if TySe. This path has a unique lift to if(F,y'(r», whose 

components (al , ... , ar ) are obtained using the fact that, as fo is stable at each 

point x E f~ (y), it defines a local diffeomorphism f~ (Ay'(r), x) ~ (Ay'(r), y ). 

If gi : (Ay'(r), y) -+ f~ ( Ay'(r), xi) is a local inverse of fO I, set <\(u) = gi 0 (J(u). 

Then a (u) = (al (u), ... , C\(u) ) E Uk defines a path in f)k(fO,y(k», with a (0) = 

(xl, ... , xk) such that 

k k 

drk(a'(O» = Uk L ~ (I fO (<\(u» I) lu=O = Uk L ~ (I (J(u) I) lu=O ¢ O. 
i=l du i=l du 

It follows that for all points (xl, ... , Xk) in f)k(fO,y(k» - {OJ, the resniction 

Tk If)k(fO,Y(k)) is a submersion. 

(ii) This follows by a similar argu~ent since f)k(F,y(k» is smooth; in <?rder 

to prove the result we must show simply that the ~ap (PY(k)' lk): &(F,y(k» -+ 

TxlR is a submersion along (PY(k)' Tk)-l ( Tx{e}). This is equivalent to, the 

resniction rk Ip -1 1t) being a submersion at all points in r~ (e), and this follows, 
y(k), 

by the same argument as in (i), from the fact that ft(Ut) = Xt is stratified 

transverse to Se . o 

(iii) is obvious since f)k(F,y(k» is compact 
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Now under these circumstances, if Cy(k) is the critical set of py(k):5
k

(F,y(k» -+ 

T, and ~y(k) ~ T is its image, then Py(k): 5
k

(F,y(k» - P;(k)(~Y(k» -+ T - ~y(k) 

( 
-k -k ) is a locally trivial smooth fibre bundle note that D (F,y(k» = D (F,y(k» Ik~ 

with fibre 5
k

(ft,y(k» whose boundary is 5
k

(ft,y(k» Ik=E. This follows by a 

standard argument using the Ehresmann fibration theorem, see e.g. [Wo]. 

Finally, if ft is stable, then 5k(ft~y(k» is smooth for all y(k) in the dimension 

range we are discussing ([M-M] tho 2.14), and hence CY(k)flP;(k)(t) = ¢. It 

follows that Cy(k) ~ P;(kjB), so that ~y(k) ~ B, and hence the map 

-k -I 
Py(k) : D (F,y(k» - Py(k)(B) -+ T - B is a restriction of the Milnor fibration 

-k -I -k-l 
Py(k) : D (F,y(k» - Py(kj~y(k» -+ T - ~y(k) to the ICIS D (fo,y(k» = Py(k) (0) . 

(4.3) Since the fibres of a Milnor fibration of an n-dimensional ICIS are 

connected and homotopy equivalent to a wedge of n-spheres, we have 

-k -k 
X ( D (ft, y(k») = 1 + (-1)S Jl( D (fO,y(k») 

where s is the complex dimension of the ICIS 5
k

(fO,y(k». 
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§5. The Euler characteristic of the disentanglement of the 
image of a corank 1 finitely .9l-determined map-germ. 

In paragraph 3 we obtained fibrations associated to a good representative 

F : U ~ ~nx~d ~ WxZ ~ ~px~d of an ~-versal unfolding F: (~nx~d,O) ~ 

(~px~d,O), F(x,t)= (ft (x),t) of a finitely ;<I-determined map-genn fO: (~n,O) ~ 

(~p,O), 2 ~ n < p with (n,p) in the nice dimensions according to Mather, or on 

~eir boundary, namely: 

- 'Fibration' of the mapping F IU2: (U2,Sn(F» -+ (X,SR(F» ~ Reox(T-B), 

where B ~ ~d is the bifurcation set of F and Reo ~ ~p is the closed ball of 

radius eO centred at the origin; whose 'fibre' over a parameter t e (T -B) is the 

mapping ft : Ut -+ Xt, where Ut = { x e ~n: (x,t) eU2} and Xt = X () (Reo x{t}) 

- Fibration of the image X of F in BEox(T -B), whose fibre over t e (Z-B) 

IS the image Xt in Reox{t} of the stable mapping ft above; ie Xt is the 

disentanglement (definition (3.9» of XO' image of fO: (~n,O) ~(~p,O). 

With the assumption that the map-genn fo: (~n,O) ~ (~p,O) is of corank 1, 

in paragraph 4 we obtained: 

- Milnor fibrations of the multiple point schemes j)k(F;Y(k» of the good 

representative F, whose fibre over t e (T -B) is the multiple point scheme 
, 

-k 
D (ft;y(k» of ft, for all k ~ 2 and all (ordered) partitions y(k) = (at, ... , ah) of k, 

with ai ~ ai+t and p-k(p-n+1)+h ~ O. 

In this paragraph we shall be interested in relating the Euler characteristic of the 

disentanglement Xt of the image Xo of the initial finitely J'I.-detennined corank t 
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map-genu fO: «Cn,O) ~ «Cp,O), and the Milnor number Jl(Ok(fo:YOc») of the leIS 

Ok(fO,y(k», for all k and all partitions y(k)=(a1, ... , ah) of k, such that ai ~ ai+1 and 

p-k(p-n+1)+h ~ o. 

(5.1) Thus, over each parameter t E (T-B) ~ (Cd we have the following diagram: 

fjk-~ft , (2,1k-3» ~ fjk-l(f
t

) 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 
-4 2 
D (ft' (2,1 » 

-4 
• D (ft ) 

~ ~ 
• -3 

D (ft' (2,1» • 03(f
t

) 

~ ~ 
_2 • _2 
D (ft ,(2» D (ft ) 

.~ 
(Cn 2 U

t 
ft • Xt ~ (Cp 
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where Ut is a closed contractible subset of (Cn, the spaces on th.e left hand side 

are all smooth (since ft is stable) and the mappings p : nk(ft,y(k» ... Xt and 
y(k) 

ft : Ut ... Xt are proper and finite to one , for all k ~ 2, and all partitions y(k). 

-k -k 
Note that when y(k) = (1, ... , 1), we have D (ft,y(k» = D (ft). 

Moreover, ft is branched over the points of the image of P(12) (and hence 

at the points of the image of all mappings p in Xt) and p is branched 
y(k) y(k) 

over the points of the image of all Py'(r) with r ~ k and such that y(k) < y'(r). 

The symbol y(k) < y'(r) means that f:f(ft,y'(r» £; (Cn-1 x(Cr projects into or 

includes in iSk(ft,y(k» ~ (Cn-lx(Ck ; or in other words, fl(ft,y"(r» with y"(r) = 

-r 
(y (k), 1, ... , 1) contains D (ft,Y(r». 

Also, we recall that since Ok(ft,y(k» is a typical Milnor fibre and 

iSk(fO,y(k)) the critical fibre, we have: 
-k -k 

X (D (ft,y(k») = 1 + (-1)s !l(D (fo,y(k») 

where s is the complex dimension of th~ ICIS Ok(fO,y(k». 

Thus our initial aim, namely to relate· the Euler Charactheristic X( Xt ) of the 

image X t of ft and the Milnor numbers !l(Ok(fO,y(k») of the multiple point 

schemes iSk(fO,y(k» of the initial map-germ fO: «(Cn,O) ~ «(CP,O) is equivalent to 

that of relating X(Xt) and X(Ok(ft,y(k»), for all k ~ 2 and all partitions y(k) of k. 

We shall do this by considering the degrees of the finite mappings ft and 

Py(k) of the diagram above, i.e., the cardinality of the fibres ft
i
( ft (x», where 
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the cardinality of the fibres p-t (p ()(y», where y is a generic point of 
y(k) Y' r 

fl(ft/f'(r» with r ~ k and y(k) < y'(r) (Recall that if y'(r) = (bl, .. "bq) then a 

generic point of fJ(ft,y'(r» ~ CCn- 1xCCr is one of the form y= (x, Yl"'" Yl ,"', 

Yq"",Yq)' XECCn- 1, yiECC, Yi;l!:Yj for i;l!:j and Yi repeated bi times, see (2,7) 

of [M-M]). Then we shall find coefficients 130 and J3y(k) such that: 

We start by triangulating the objects we are going to deal with, 

(5,2) Let 5"( X t ) denote a triangulation of the image X t of ft , constructed in 

the . following way: 

We first consider all the zero-dimensional multiple point schemes f:l(ft,y (r» of ft 

and start triangulating Xt by including the image of all mappings p : r:l(ft,y (r» . 
. y(r) 

-+ X t among the vertices of 5"( Xd, Next we build up the two-skeleton X~2) of 

5" ( X t ) so that the image in X t of each multiple ·point scheme of complex 

di ' , b 1 f X(2) Th "h' 'I menSlOn one IS a su comp ex 0 t' en we contInue In t IS way untl we 

(2(n-1» () 
obtain the (2(n-l»-skeleton X t of 5" Xt , which should contain the image 

, 

of P(1 2) as a subcomplex, Finally we complete 5"( xt ). 

Since the mappings ft and p are proper and finite to one, then pulling back 
y(k). 

5"( X t ) we obtain a triangulation for the source Ut and the pull-back of the 2r-
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(2r) 
skeleton X t provides triangulations for all multiple point schemes of complex 

dimension r. 

-k 
In fact, let My(k) denote the image of D (ft,y(k» by the map 

Py(k) : f)k(ft,y(k» -+ Xt. By construction, MY(k) is a subcomplex of $"( Xt )' 

Th . ul' a-( -k ) -k e tnang atlOn oJ D (ft,y(k» of D (ft,y(k» is obtained as follows: 

-the vertices of $"( f)k(ft,y(k») will be all points over the vertices of My(k). 

-for all one-simplex 0': .11 -+ My(k) , we denote the interior of .11 by 

int .11 . Then, by assumption, Py(k) is a trivial covering over 0' (int .11) , of 

degree, say d 1. Since int A 1 is simply connected, 0' lifts to d 1 distinct maps 

(i) . A 1 D-k(f (k»' 1 d . h di ... S' . 0'0 : mt Ll -+ t,y, 1= '''., 1, wIt sJomt Images. mce Py(k) IS proper 

we. can extend 0'0 (i) to maps O'(i): .11 -+ f)k(ft,y(k» lifting 0'. 

- do the same for all two-simplex of MY(k) and so on. In this way we 

end up with ~ triangulation of f)k(ft,y(k». 

Now let 

Xt C. be the number of cells of dimension i in Xt , 
1 
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c~t be the number of cells of dimension i in Ut 

C JCk) be the number of cells of dimension i in fik(ft,y(k» (with 

respect to these triangulation), 

y(k) -k 
where C i = 0 if i> 2 dim(C D (ft,y(k». 

So, equation (I) of (5.1) can be rewritten as: 

L(_1)i C.
Xt = AO L-l)ic.Ut + L L ~YCk) L-1)i c.YCk) 

ill-' i 1 k~2 y(k) i 1 • 

Notice that if we find coefficients ~o and ~ y(k) (for all y(k», 

independent of i, such that: 

. c~t = ~o c~t + I L ~y(k) Ci(k) ,for all i, 0 ~ i ~ 2n, 
1 1 k~2 y(k) 

then these coefficients will solve equation ( I ) of (5.1). 

So, let us concentrate on solving :' 

Ut ~ ~ . y(k) 
= ~o Co + ~ ~ ~y(k) CO (where all coefficients ~y(k)'S 

k~2 y(k) 

appear) 

We claim that provided we can find the degrees of the finite mappings 

f t : Ut ~ (Cn ~ Xt ~ (CP and Py(k): fik(ft,y(k» ~ Xt , for all k ~ 2 and all 

partitions y(k) of k then we can find the coefficients ~y(k) that verify 

equation (II), and hence equation (I) . 

. At this point, some examples will probably be helpful.-
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(5.3) Example (i): Let fO: (~2,O) -+ (~3,O). 

In this case the diagram over a parameter t E (T - B) is: 

"",2 i 
D (ft ,(2» .. 

and the finite mappings ft ' P(12) , P(2) = P(12) 0 i and P(13) have the 

following degrees: 

P(13) is 6 to 1 

P(2) is 1 to 1 

P(12) is 6 to lover the points of the image of P(13) in Xt 

is 1 to lover the points of the image of P(2) in Xt 

and 2 to 1 in general 

ft is 3 to lover the points of the image of P(13) in Xt 

is 1 to lover the points of the image of P(2) in Xt 

is 2 to lover the points of the image of P(12) in Xt, but not 

in the image of P(13) or P(2) in Xt 

is 1 to 1 in general. 

We shall group this information in the following table: 
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f t ~12) 

Ut 1 

"",2 
D (ft ) 2 2 

_2 
D (ft ,(2» 1 1 1 

"",3 
D (ft ) 3 6 6 

We shall refer to this as the table of degrees of the mappings f t and 

Py(k)'s . 

Equation (II) in this case is : 

X t U t (12) (2) (1 3) 
Co = 130 CO + 13(12) q) + 13(2) q) + 13(13) q) 

Also, we have triangulated Xt so that we can write: 

X t - Ut - (12) - (2)" - (1 3). 
(1) Co = CO + CO + CO + CO ,where 

COUt is the number of zero-cells of Xt but not in the image of P(12y 

~t2) is the number of zero-cells of Xt in the image of P(12) but not in 

the image of P(13) or P(2) and 

-(2) _(13) CO (resp. CO ) is the number of zero-cells of Xt in the image of P(2) 

(resp. P(13»' 

Moreover, the degrees of the mappings f t , P(12), P(2) and P(13) tell us, 
.!y. 

repectively, that: 
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(4) C~2) = ~2) and 

So, if we substitute (1) - _(5) in (II) we obtain: 

A solution ~o' ~(12)' ~(2)' ~(13) for this equation is obtained by solving 

the . system of equations: 

_(12) _(12) 
CO = (2 ~o + 2 ~(12) ) CO 

~2) = (~o + ~(12) + ~(2» ~2) 

-v _(12) -(2) _(13) 
Assuming that CO t, CO ,CO and CO are all non zero, if on the contrary, 

> 

-y(k) -k CO was zero, it would imply that D (ft.y(k» was empty and hence we would 

just delete the equation corresponding to f5k(ft,y(k» and take ~Y(k) = 0, this is 

equivalent to solving the system: 
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1 1 0 0 0 130 

1 2 2 0 0 13(1 2) 
= 

1 1 1 1 0 ~(2) 
1 3 6 0 6 ~(13) 

So, 130= 1, 13(1 2) = -1/2, 13(2) = 1/2 and 13(13) = 1/6. 

-2 -2 -3 
Hence, X (Xt) = X (Ut)-1/2 X (D (ft» + 1/2 X (D (ft,(2») + 1/6 X (D (ft)· 

And when all multiple point schemes in consideration are non-empty we obtain: 

This completes the case (n,p)=(2,3). 

(5.4) Remark : In general we shall proceed as above, namely, we shall obtain 

the table of degrees of the mappings ft , Py(k) and then the coefficients J3Y(k) 

such that 

will be obtained by solving the system of equations: 

1 ~o 

1 ~(12) 

1 = M ~(2) 

1 
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where M is the matrix whose first column is the column of ft in the table of 

degrees, the second column of M is the column of p (12) in the table of degrees 

(replacing I _ I by '0 ' ), and so on. We can assume that M is lower triangular. 

Indeed, we can order the rows and columns of the table of degrees using the 

ordering on the partitions (discussed in page 27 above). 

Example (ii) : fO: ((t3,O) -+ ((t4,O). 

Here the table of degrees is: 

ft ~12) ~2) ~13) ~2,1) P-4 

Ut 1 

_2 
D (ft ) 2 2 

-2 
D (ft ,(2» 1 1 1 

-3 
D (ft ) 3 6 6 

-3 
2 3 D (ft ,(2,1» 1 3 1 

j)4(f
t

) 4 12 - 24 24 

So, with the assumption that all the schemes considered are non empty, the 

coefficients ~'Y(k) such that : 
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(As always, _ if i1\ft,y(k» is empty then the coefficient f3y(k) in· equation (I) is 

zero). Hence, if all mUltiple point schemes in consideration are non-empty we 

obtain: 

x (Xt) = 1 - 1/2 ( 1 + ~ (52
( fO» ) + 1/6 ( 1 - ~ (53

( fO) ) - 1/24 ( 1 + ~ (54
( fO» )+ 

+ 1/2 ( 1 - ~ (5 2
( fO,(2») ) - 1/2 ( 1 + ~ (53

( fO,(2,1») ). 

Example (iii): fO: (a;4,0) -+ (a;5,0). Here the table of degrees is: 

ft P(12) ~2) ~13 ) P(2,1) P(3) P(1 4 ) P(2,1 2) ~15 ) 
Vt 1 

~(ft ) 2 2 

-2 
D (ft ,(2» 1 1 1 

_3 
D (f t ) 3 6 6 

-3 2 3 1 3 1 D (f t ,(2,1» 

_3 
D (f t ,(3» 1 1 1 1 1 1 

54
(f t ) 4 12 24 24 

-4 2 
D (ft ,(2,1 » 3 7 1 12 2 12 2 

f5 5(f
t 

) 5 20 60 120 120 

and hence the coefficients Ws such that 

X (Xt) = 13
0 

X' (Vt) + 13(1 2) X (5 2
(ft) ) + 13(2) X (5 2

(ft ,(2» ) + 13(13) X (5 3(ft) ) + 

+ 13(2,1) X ( 5 3
(ft ,(2,1) ) + 13(3) X ( 5 3

(ft ,(3» ) + 13(14) X ( 54(fV ) + 

+ 13(2,12) X (5 4
(ft ,(2,1 2» ) + 13(15) X (5 5

(ft) ) are: 
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130= 1, 13(12) = -1/2, 13(2) = 1/2, 13(13) = 1/6, J3(2,1t -1/2, 'J3(3t 1/3, 

J3(14t -1/24, 13(2,12)= 1/4, 13(15)= 1/120. 

So, if all mUltiple point schemes in consideration are non-empty we obtain: 

x ( Xt ) = 1 - 1/2 (1 - Jl <iS2( fo») + 1/2 ( 1 + Jl (02( fO,(2») ) + 

+ 1/6 (1 + Jl (0\ fo») - 1/2 (1 - Jl (03( fo,(2,1»»)+ 1/3 (1 + Jl (03( fo,(3»»)

- 1/24 (1 - Jl (04( fo») + 1/4 ( 1 + Jl (04( fO,(2,1 2») ) + 

+ 1/120 (1 + Jl (05( fo»). 

The examples suggest the following: 

(5.5) Claim: the coefficient J3y(r) of the Euler characteristic of Or (ft,y (r», if it 

is non-empty, in 

is given by: 

La. 
_ (-1) I 

J3y(r) = --a-' -nO lai!) 
i ~ 1 

where y(r) = (a1, ... ,ah), ai ~ ai+t. is a partition of r such that p-r (p-n+1)+h ~ 0 

and ai = # {j ,: aj=i}. If ff(ft,y (r» is empty, we delete the row correspondent to 

it and the column correspondent to J3y(r) in the system of equations (*) of (5.4). 

Then we take J3y(r) equal to O. 

In the remark below we find a relation between the coefficients above and 

certain simple characters of symmetric groups. 
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(5.6) Remark: Let y(r) = (al'"'' ah) be a partition of r and let ai' = # {j : aj = i }. 

Then r = l·al +2·a2+ ..... So, it is easy to see that the set of partions of r is in 

one to one correspondence with the conjugacy classes of elements of the 

symmetric group Sr, ie, y(r) corresponds to the conjugacy class Cy(r) of the 

permutation with cycle pattern al,a2,... (see [Ll J p.25). 

Let hCy(r) be the number of elements in Cy(r) and SCy(r) be +1 or -1 

according to the sign of any element of Cy(r), ie, SCy(r) is +1 if the number 

of transpositions that any element of Cy(r) can be factored into is even and -1 

otherwise. SCy(r) is called the alternating character of Sr (see [Ll J p.134). 

Then (5.5) can be rephrased as 

~y(r) = -( -l)r Ir! hCy(r) SCy(r) 

La2' L(i-1)a' r-La' 
Indeed, just observe that SCy(r):= (-1) 1 = (-1) 1 = (-1) 1 

and that by Cauchy's Theorem on symmetric groups (see [L1J p.132), 

r! 

Now, recall that to prove claim (5.5) we need to show that the coefficients ~y(r) 

constitute the solution for the system (*) of (5.4). With the notation above, we 

show that the claim (5.5) is true for the set of equations of the system (*) of 

(5.4) corresponding to the rows of [f(ft , (k», for Ie2 and p-k(p-n+1)+1~, in 

the table of degrees. Since this row is composed entirely of 1 s then the equation 

corresponding to it is of the form: 

k 

1=~O·1+L L ~ ().1 r= 2 y(r) y r 

wher~ y(r) runs through the set of all (ordered) partitions of r, r:S;; k. 

Also notice that because ft is generically one to one , the f,.rst equation of the 

system (*) of (5.4) is 1 = ~O.1. Hence ~O = 1, always. 
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Now considering the unit character 1I:y(r) of Sr (which is cons~ant equal to one 

for any permutation of Sr), we have as a consequence· of the character relations 

of the fIrst kind for simple characters (see [L2] p.51), that 

rl 
Hence, ~2 -(-ll/rl L() --:rr=----

r_ yr iUiu., 
~1 1· 

(_l{-LCXi = O. 

which verifIes the claim (5.5) for the set of equations of the system (*) of (5.4) 

corresponding to the row of 5k(ft, (k», for any ~2 and p-k(p-n+1)+l~O, in 

the table of degrees. 

We now return to the main problem, i.e., to fInd the matrix M of the system (*) 

of (5.4) provided by the table of degrees of the mappings ft : Ut ~ a:;n -+ Xt ~ a:;P 

and Py(k): j)k(ft,y(k» -+ X t for all k ~ 2 and all partitions y(k) = (ft, ... , rm) of 

k with p-k (p - n +1 ) + m ~ O. 

(5.7) Let us start with some trivialit~es about multiplication of polynomials. 

(i) Consider the polynomial (Xl +x2) (Xl +x2) (Xl +x2). To perform the 

multiplication, we choose either an x 1 or an x2 from each of the three factors 

and multiply our choices together; we do this for all possible choices and add the 

results. We represent a particular set of choices by a two-cell partition of the 

numbers 1,2,3. In the fIrst cell we put the numbers which correspond to factors 

from which we chose an x 1. In the second cell we put the numbers which 

correspond to factors from which we chose an x2. For example, the 2-cell 

partition [{ 1 ,3,}, {2}J corresponds to a choice of xl fom the fIrst and third factors 

and x2 from the second. The product so obtained is Xl x2xl = xt·x2· Hence the 

coeffkient of xt.x2 in the expansion of (Xl +x2)3 will be the number of 

partitions which lead to a choice of two xl's and one x2. 
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(ii) More generally, if we consider the polynomial (Xt + ... +Xq) ..... 

(Xt+ ... +Xq) (r factors), the coefficien~ of xrl ...... x~q (Lbi = r) in -the expansion 

of (xl+ .. +xq)r is the number of partitions which lead to a choice of bl xl's, b2 

, b ' x2 s, ... , q Xq s. 

Going in another direction of generalisation, 

The coefficient of xi· x~ in the expansion of (xt+x~)2( xl+x2) is the number of 

2 2 
partitions which lead to a choice of one xl, one xl and one x2. 

Finally, 

(iv) In general,if we consider the polynomial (xil+ ... +x~l) ..... (Xih+ ... +x~h) 

with L ai = r. Then the coefficient of xrl ...... x~q (L bi = r) in the expansion of 

h 
rr(xii+ ... +x~i) is the number of partitions which lead to a choice of a 

i= 1 

b2 and so on. 

Now to describe the table of degrees in the general case, i.e., to find the degrees 

of th~ mapping Py 1 (r) : U(ft,y 1 (r)) -+ X t over the points or the image of a 
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generic point of 5s(ft,'Y2(s» in Xt , with r, ~ s and Y1 (r) < Y2(s) (in other 

words, the cardinality of the fibre P-\1 (r)( P
Y2

(S)(Y») where Y E 5s
(ft'Y2(S» IS a 

generic point), we have the following : 

(5.8) Lemma: Let Y 1 (r) = (a1"'" ah) and Y2(r) = (b1"'" bq) be ordered partitions 

of rand s respectively with Y 1 (r) < Y2(s). Let Y E 5s(ft'Y2(s» ~ a:;n-1xa:;s be a 

generic point. 

(i) if r = s then the cardinality of the fibre p-\ 1 (r)( P
y2

(S)(Y) ) is the 

coefficient of xr1 ...... x~q 
h 

in the polynomial .rr(x~i+ ... +x~i). 
1= 1 

(ii) if r < s then the cardinality of the fibre p-\ 1 (r)( P
y2

(s) (y) ) is the sum of 

h 
the' coefficients of xl1. ..... x~q in the polynomial .rr(x~i+ ... +x~i) , with 

1= 1 

Proof: Recall that a generic point Y E 5s(ft'Y2(s» ~ a:;n-1xa:;s is of the form 

Y= (x'Y1'·"'Y1, ... ,Yq, ... ,Yq)' XE a:;n-1, yiE a:;, Yi:t:Yj for i:t:j and Yi repeated 

bi times. 

The points of the fibre p-t

Y1 
(r)( P

y2
(S)(Y») are the (generic or non-generic) 

points of U (ft, Y 1 (r» whose coordinates are chosen out of the coordinates of the 

generic point 'Y (the way to choose is such that the resulting point belongs to 

U(ft'Y1(r» ). 

Thus, the cardinality of the fibre p-t

Y1 
(rl P

y2
(S)(Y») is the number of all such 

possible choices. 
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Finally, we consider the following (one to one) correspondence between the 

generic points y = (x, Yl"'" Yl'"'' Yq"'" Yq) of 5s
(ft'Y2(s» and the monomials 

xrl ...... X~q : namely to the sequence of coordinates Yi'"'' Yi (Yi repeated bi times) 

we associate x~i. Now the lemma follows from the discussion in (5.7). 

Y2(s) ( ) 
(5.9) Let us denote by F Y

t 
(r) the cardinality of the fibre p-ty 1 (r) PY2(s)(Y) , 

F
YlS) 

where Y is a generic point of 5s(ft'Y2(s». So, is the number in the 
Y

t 
(r) 

row corresponding to 5s
(ft'Y2(s» and column corresponding to Py 1 (r) in the 

table of degrees. Hence, if we fix the partition Y 1 (r) and vary the partition 

y2(s), we obtain the column of the table of degrees corresponding to the 

mapping Py 1 (r)' 

3 
e.g. F (2,1 ) = 13 

(12) 

The column corresponding to the mapping ft : Ut -+ Xt is given by : 

1 in the row of Ut and q in the row corresponding to iY(ft'Y2(s», where q 

is the length (i.e., the number of parts) of the partition y
2

(s). 

Thus we have a systematic way to describe the table of degrees, in the 

general case,' with which we shall prove the claim (5.5). Before that, we 

consider the following: 
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(5.10) Lemma: Let e(r) be the rth elementary symmetric function in the variables 

Let r(r) = (al,···, ah), ai ~ ai+l be a partition of r. 

= L 
r(r) 

r-La. 
(-1) I 

a· ITo lai!) 
i ~ 1 

Then, 

where ai= #V : aj =i} and r(r) runs through the set of all (ordered) partitions ofr. 

Proof: (cf. [Mac] p.17) 

q q 

Let E(u) denote the generating function of e(r) , E(u) = L e(r) u r = IT (1+x. u). 
r=O j=l J 

q 

Let' P(u) denote the generating function of PI. = L x~, P(u)= L p. u i-l. 
j=l J i~l I 

q q 
So, P(u)= L L x~ u i-l = L 

i 2: 1 j= 1 J j= 1 

x· J q d 
= - L d-tL log (l-x

J
. u) 

j=l l-x·u 
J 

q q 

Thus, P(-u) = L E log ( l+x. u) = E log IT (l+XJ. u) = 
j=l d~ J dtl j=t 

Jilog E(u). 
dtl 

Hence, log E(u) = f P(-u) du = f L p. (-u )i-l du = L (_1)i-l PI. ~I 
i ~1 I i ~t I 

So, 
, . 

E(U)=exP(.L(_1)i-t PiU
I

)= IT exp (_tl-tPiUi) = 
1~1 i i ~t i 

. = IT f (_ltlPiUi)~i..L= IT f 
i ~1 a . = 0 i a i ! i ~t a = 0 

I 

i a .- a . 
(_1).1 I ai ia. 

p. u I 

a' I . I , 
I ai'-
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Therefore E(u) = L 
1(r) 

r-La. 
(-1) 1 

a' nO lail) 
i ~ 1 

and this ends the proof of (5.10). 

be partitions of rand s respectively. Then 

L 
1(r) 

La. 
(-1) 1 

a' nO \Xil) 
i ~ 1 

n i i a. 
(x + ... + Xq) 1 

. >1 1 1_ 

u r 

where ai= #{j : aj =i} and 1(r) runs through the set of all (ordered) partitions of r. 

12(s) c
1 

c
2 Proof: Since F 1(r) is the sum of the coefficients of x

t 
. x

2 

q 

c 
. x q in the 

q 

IT i i a . 
polynomial (x

t 
+ ... + Xq) 1 

i ~1 
for all (c1, .. ·,cq)E !NO q such that i~ Cj = r , Cj $; bi 

L 
r-La. 

(-1) 1 

1(r) 

q 

r-}2a. 
(-1) 1 12(s) 

. F 1 (r) is the sum of the 

c 
. x q in the polynomial 

q 

q 
for all (c1' ... ,cq) E!NO such that 

i~ ci =:= r, with Cj $; bi. So, the result follows from (5.10). 
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Now to prove claim (5.5), i.e., to verify that the coefficients· ~y(r) satisfying 

are given by : 

La. 
I - (-1) 

py(r) = ---a-'-
flu I ail ) 

i ~ 1 

where y(r) = (al, ... ,ah), ai ~ ai+l, is a partition of r such that p-r (p-n+l)+h ~ 0 

and ai = # {j: aj = i}, we just have to show that for every fixed partition Y2(s) 

(Le. every row of the table of degrees), we have: 

(IV) 

s 

1 = ~. q + L L ~ . F Y2(s) 
o r=2 y (r) y (r) y (r) 

But, this is an immediate consequence of (5.11), since ~o is (always) equal to 

one. Thus we have proved the claim (5.5), and hence we obtain : 

(5.12) Theorem: Let Xt be the disentanglement of the image of a corank 1 

finitely YI-determined map-germ fO: (a:n,O) -. (a:P,O). Then, 

-1 La· (r ) (-1) I X D (ft ,(y(r» 

, 
where y(r) = (at, ... , ah) runs through the set of all (ordered) partitions of r such 

that p-k(p-n+t)+h ~ 0, ai = #D : aj=i} and the multiple point schemes f{(ft,(y(r» 
are non-empty. 
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(5.13) Remark: (i) In (5.11) we have considered, for a fixed partition y 2(s), all 

(ordered)- partitions of r (r ~ s), while in (5.t2) we restrict ourselves to the set of 

all (ordered) partitions y(r) = (at, ... , ah) of r such that p-k(p-n+t)+h ~ O. This is 

no problem since, if we fix a partition yis) = (bt. ... ,bq) of s, such that 

Y2(s) 
p-k(p-n+t)+q ~ 0, then a necessary condition for F Y(r) to be non-zero is that 

y(r) = (at, ... , ah) also verifies p-k(p-n+1)+h ~ O. 

(ii) Recall that we are considering the k- tuple point scheme [f(ft) 

embedded in a:n-txa:k, where it lies invariant under the action of the symmetric 

group Sk. which permutes the coordinates in a:k. 

Our next step is to replace X ([f(ft ) ) by X ( [f(ft )/ Sk) in the formula of 

(5.12), for all k ~ 2 . 

. For properties of the quotient spaces 5 k(ft )/ Sk see [M-M] § 3. 

Some symmetries 

(5.14) We now consider the finite mapping p: rf(ft ) -+ rf(ft )/ Sk . 

We can then repeat the procedure described above in order to relate the 

Euler characteristic X (i5k
(ft )/ Sk) of the quotient space i5k

(ft )/ Sk and the Euler 

characteristic of the multiple point schemes i5k
(ft,y(k» of ft. for all partitions y(k) 

of k. In other words, we shall find coeffients Uy(k) such that: 

( V ) X (rf(ft )/ Sk ) = y~) U y(k) X ( rf(ft ,(y(k» ), where y(k) runs 

through the set of all (ordered) partitions of k. 
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Equivalently, we want to solve the system of equations: 

1 

1 

1 

where the matrix M(k) is obtained from the table of degrees of the mapping 

Py(k) : ff(ft,y(k)) ~ j5kCft )/ Sk obtained by restriction of the mapping p to 

rf(ft,y(k)), for all (ordered) partitions y(k) of k. 

_2 _2 / 
(5.15) Examples: (i) p: D (ft ) ~ D (ft ) S2 

Here the table of degrees and the matrix M(2) are : 

M(2) = [2 01 
1 1 

2 

_2 
D (ft ,(2)) 1 1 

Hence, solving the system of equations (**) for this case we obtain: 

'\}(12) = 1/2 and '\}(2) = 1/2 . 

. (_2 ) (_2) (_2 ) So, X D (ft )/ S2 = 1/2 X D (ft ) + 1/2 X D (ft,(2)) . 
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Here the table of degrees and the matrix M(3) are : 

~13) ~2,1) ~3) 
. 53(f

t 
) 6 6 0 0 

-3 
D (ft ,(2,1) 3 1 M(3) = 3 1 0 

_3 
1 1 1 D (ft ,(3» 1 1 1 

Hence, solving the system of equations (**) for this case we obtain: 

U(13) = 1/6, u(2,1) = 1/2 and u(3) = 1/3 . 

So" X (03 
(ft )/ S3 ) = 1/6 X (03 

(ft ») + 1/2 X (03 
(ft,(2,1») + 1/3 X (03 

(ft,(3»). 

(iii) 
_4 _4 / 

P : D (ft ) ~ D (ft ) S4 

Here the table of degrees and the matrix M(4) are as follows: 

~14) ~22) ~3,1) ~2,12 ) ~4) 
·5(~) 24 

-4 2 D (ft ,(2,1 » 12 2 

-4 2 
D (ft ,(~ » 6 2 2 

-4 
D(ft ,(3,1) 4 2 1 

-4 
D (ft'(4» 1 1 1 1 1 
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24 0 0 0 0 

12 2 0 0 0 

M(4)= 6 2 2 0 0 

4 2 0 1 0 

1 1 1 1 1 

Hence, solving the system of equations (**) for this case we obtain: 

'\)(14) = 1/24 , '\)(2,1 2) = 1/4, '\)(3,1) = 1/3, '\)(22) = 1/8 and '\)(4) = 1/4 . 

So, X (54
(ft )/ S4) = 1/24 X (54

(ft )) + 1/4 X (54
(ft,(2,1 2))) + 1/8 X (53

(ft,(22)))+ 

+ 1/3 X (54
(ft,(3,1))) + 1/4 X (54

(ft,(4))). 

In general we obtain : 

(5,16) Proposition : Let y(k) = (a 1, .. " ah), ai ~ ai+ 1 be a partition of k, with 

<Xi = #{j : aj=i}. Then 

1 

where y(k) = (a 1,"" ah) runs through the set of all (ordered) partitions of k. 

Proof: This is analogous to (5.12) and will follow from the lemma below. 

(5.17) Lemma : Let hr be the rth complete symmetric function in the variables 

x 1 , ... ,Xq, i.e., hr is the sum of all monomials of degree r in the variables 

X1, ... ,Xq . Th~n h = L 
r y(r) 

1 II i i <X. 
(x

t
+ ... + Xq) 1 

i ~1 

where y(r) = (at. ... , ah), ai ~ ai+1 runs through the set of all (ordered) partitions 

of r and <Xi = #{j : aj = i } . 
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Proof : This is analogous to (5.10). We only observe that if H(u) is the 

generating function of hr then' P(u) = H'(u)/ H(u), where P(u) is the generating 

q . 

function of p. = L x~ , 
1 j= 1 J 

follows as that of (5.10). 

In conclusion, we have 

~ i-l [M P(u)=.i.J Pi u (cf. acl p.16). Then the proof 
i ~1 

from (5.12) X(X
t
)=l+ L L ~_-1 __ 

r;::::2 y(r) IT·ni n ·, 
'>11 1. L 

and from (5.16) 

So, together they provide us with: 

(5.18) Theorem: Let Xt be the disentanglement of the image of a corank 1 

finitely jl-determined map-germ fo: (<cn,O) -+ (<cP,O). 

Then, X (Xt ) = 1 + L (_1)k-1 X (-it(ft )/ Sk) + 
k;::::2 

where y(k)=(al, ... , ah) runs through the set of (ordered) partitions of k with 

p-k(p-n+l)+h;:::: 0 and ni= # {j : aj = i}. (we observe that if f§(fo,(y(r» is empty 

then the coeffi~ient of X ( ff(ft ,(y(r» ) in the formula above is zero). 

(5.19) Examples: (Here we assume that all multiple· point schemes 10 

consideration are non-empty. nand p denote respectively the dimension of the 

source and target of the mapping ft ) 
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(i) (n,p)=(2,3) 

X (Xt ) = 1 - X (5
2

(ft )/ S2) + X (5
3

(ft )/ S3)~ X (5
2

(ft ,(2» ) . 

(ii) (n,p)=(3,4) 

X (Xt ) = 1 - X (5
2
(ft )/ S2) + X (5

3
(ft )/ S3) - X (5

4
(ft )/ S4 ) + 

+ X (5
2

(ft ,(2» ) - X (5
3
(ft ,(2,1» ). 

(iii) (n,p)=(4,5) 

X (Xt) = 1-X(52(ft)/S2)+X(53(ft)/S3)-X(54(ft)/S4)+X(55(ft)/ S5)+ 

+ X (5
2

(ft ,(2» ) - X (5
3

(ft ,(2,1» ) +1/4 X (5
2

(ft ,(2,1
2
» ). 

(cf. example (iii) of page 36). 

_k / _k 
Now using the fact that D (ft ) Sk and D (ft ) are Milnor fibres, and supposing 

that all multiple point schemes in consideration are non -empty, we obtain: 

(i') (n,p)= (2,3) 

X (Xt ) = 2 + Il( 5 2
(fo)/ S2) + Il( 5 3

(fo)/ S3) + fJ.( 5 2
(fo,(2» ). 

(ii') (n,p)= (3,4) 

X ( Xt ) = - Il( 52 (fo)/ S2 ) - fJ.( 53 (fo)/ S3 ) - fJ.( 54 (fo)/ S4 ) -

-Il( 5 2
(fo,(2» ) -Il( 5 3

(fo,(2,1» ) 
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In general, substituting X( ff(ft )/ Sk) = 1 + (-1 )p-k(p-n) 'J.!. ( ff(fo )/ Sk) and 

(
-r ) p-r (p-n+l)+L<Xi (-r ). r X D (ft ,eyer»~ = 1 +( -1) J.!. D (ft,(y(r» , WIth y(r) = (al, ... , ah) :;I: (1 ) 

a partition of r and <Xi = # {j : aj = i }, in (5.18) it becomes: 

p 

where Cy(k) = 1 + L 
k=2 

L 
y(k) IT·<Xi<x" . I 1. 

~1 

(5.21) Remark: (i) In the case (n,p)=(2,3) we can write 

where C(fO) and T(fO) are respectively the number of cross-caps and triple points 

of fO 

In fact, 5
2

(fo,(2» and 53
(fo)/ S3 are ICIS (since fO is finitely 

;;I-determined, cf. [M-M] (2.14» of dimension zero. Now, the remark follows 

from proposition (5.12) of [Lo]. 

(ii) When p = n+ 1. X ( X t ) is semicontinuous. since 

(_1l ... k(p-n+1)+1 is indepent of k. 
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(iii) In recent work [Mo 4], David Mond. proves that the 

disentanglements of mappings fO: (o:;n,O) -+ (o:;n+1,0) have the same homotopy type 

of a wedge of n - spheres. Hence, when p = n+1, (5.20) above, gives the 

number of n - spheres in that wedge. This result resembles that of 1. Milnor ([Mi) 
chap.7) or H. Hamm ([HaJ). 
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Chapter II 

Remarks on the Real Case 

"It is the complex case that is easier to deal with." 

"Ah' lJartleby. Ah' HU'!1anity." 

Herman MelVille (lJartleby) 



§ 1. Morsifications 

In [Mo 2] David Mond introduces certain invariants for corank 1 map-germs 

f : (a;2, 0) -+ (a; 3 , 0). Among those we find C(f) and T(f) which measures 

respectively the number of cross-caps (Whitney umbrellas) and triple points that 

the origin splits into when f is deformed in a generic way. 

For real analytic map-germs f: (1R2, 0) -+ (1R3,0), the numbers C(f) and T(f) 

take the same values as C(fa;) and T(fa;), where fa;: (a;2, 0) -+ (a;3,0) is the 

complexification of f. However the geometric interpretation above is no longer 

meaningful; for distinct generic deformations of f may have different numbers of 

cross-caps, or triple points. 

(1.1) Definition : By a morsification of a map-germ f: (1R2, 0) -+ (1R3, 0) we 

shall understand an arbitrarily small real deformation of f: (1R2, 0) -+ (1R3,0) 

exhibiting C(f) cross-caps and T(f) triple points in its image in 1R3. 

In [Mo 1] we find the list of simple singularities of corank: 1 map-germs 

f: (1R2, 0) -+ (1R3,0), namely: 

Name Normal Form Name Normal Form 
f(x, y)= f(x, y)= 

cross-cap (x,y2,xy) 

S+ 
k 

(x, y2,y3+xk+ 1 y) Sk (x,y2,y3_xk+l y) 

B+ 
k 

(x,y2,x 2y+y2k+ 1) Bk (x,y2,x 2y_y2k+1) 

C+ , (x,y2,xy3+x~ C
k (x,y2,xy3-x\> k 

F4 (x,y2,.}y +y5) 

1 Hk (x,y3,x y+y3k-l) 
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The number of 'cross-caps and triple points for the simple singularities of 

corank 1 map-genns f: ( 1R2, 0) -+ ( 1R3, 0), as well as the double point curve of 

f, D2(f), i.e. the closure of the set of points x in 1R2 such that there is an x' E 

1R2, x' ¢ x with f(x) = f(x'), are given below: 

2 
Name C(f) T(f) D (f) 

cross-cap 1 0 x 

S+ 
k+l 0 

2 k+l 
(Ak) k Y +x 

- 2 k+l 
Sk k+l 0 Y -x (Ak) 

B+ 2 0 x2+y 
2k 

(A2k-V k 

Bk 2 0 2 2k 
(A 2k- 1) x -y 

c: 2 0 x y2+x k 
CD k+l ) 

-
x Y 2_x k 

Ck 2 0 CDk+l ) 

F4 3 0 x3+y4 ( E
6

) 

~ 2 k-l 
2 3k-2 6k-4 x +xy Ty (A

6k
_ 

, 

In the table below we find morsifications for all simple singularities of 

corank: one map-genns f: ( 1R2, 0) -+ ( 1R3, 0 ). 
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Name Morsification Restrictions 
T(x, y, u) = (u .:;ill. for i ~ , in all cases) 

1 J 

S+ 2 k+1 
k (x,y ,y3+y II (x-u ~) ---------

i= 1 

k+1 
Sk 2 3 n (x,y ,y -y (x-u i» ---------

i= 1 

~ 
k u i> 0 if k is odd 

2 2 n z (x,y ,x y+y (y -ui» u 1< 0, u i> 0 if k is even, i~2 i= 1 

- k u i> 0 if k is even 
1\ 2 2 n z. (x,y ,x y-y (y -u i» u 1< 0, u i> 0 if k is odd, i~2 i= 1 

c; k-1 
(x,y2,xy~xy n (x -u i» u·<O 1 

i= 1 

k-3 

Gc 2 3 2 2 n ui < 0, O<luokmin{lu i I} (x,y ,xy -xy(x -UO) (x-u i» 
i= 1 

F4 (x,y2,y>+yx(X-u1)(x~u'))) u·>O 1 

Hk 
3 2 uO<O 

(x,y +uoY' xy+y g(x,y,~» 1/2 

(1.2) Remark: The (k-1) triple points of Hk are the triples of points (O,yO, 

(O,Y2), (0,Y3) in 1R2 such that g(0,Y1 ,y)= g(0,Y2,Y)= g(0,Y3,Y)-' Notice that the ui'S 

have been chosen so that the equations y3+uOY+Ui=0 and y3+UOY-Ui=0 have three 

distinct real roots. 
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The two cross-caps of Hk in 1R2 are given by: 

3 y2 + Uo = 0 and x + 2 y g(x,y, y)=0 

So, when k is odd 

(k-t)/2 

(2 (-uo/3)1/2 II (-4/27 oo3_Ui) , (_00/3)1/2» 
i=t 

(k-l)/2 

1/2 II 3 1/2 (- 2 (-uo/3) (-4/27 Uo -Ui) , - (-00/3) » 
i=l 

are the two cross-caps of Hk in 1R2, 

when k is even 

(1<-2)/2 

(4/9 u02 II (-4/27 U03-Ui) , (-uo/3)1/2) 
i= 1 

(1<-2)/2 

(4/9 u02 II (-4/27 oo3_Ui) , - <-uo/3)1/2) 
i= 1 

are the two cross-caps of Hk in 1R2. 

Their location in the plane Oxy are respectively: 

y y y 

* * * 

* x * x * x * 

when k == 0, 1, 2 and 3 mod 4. 
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§2 The image of morsifications of the simple singuliuities 

Let Sf denote the image in 1R3 of a small disc centred at the origin in 1R2 

via a morsification of f. 

We are going to present some drawings representing the surface Sf for all 

simple singularities of corank 1 map-germs f: (1R2,0) -+ (1R3,0). 

We shall construct Sf by firstly fmding the image in 1R3 of the double point 

curve D2(f!!) of the morsification f!! of f; this will be the self-intersection curve 

of the surface Sf. Then by glueing the 2-cells determined by D2(fg ) in 1R2, we 

complete the drawings of Sf. 

The image of D2( f) in 1R3 is obtained by the involutions determined by the 

cross-caps of f (see below). When f is of the form f (x, y) = (x, y2, y p(x, y2) ), 

the image of D2( f) (which is the curve in 1R2 given by (p(x, y2) = 0) ) in 1R3 

is 'the plane curve given by { (X,Y, Z) E 1R3 : Z = 0, p (X, Y) = 0 }. 

In the table below we find the double point curves for the morsifications of 

the previous table: 

2 - -
Name D (fu) Name D (f!!) 

2 

S+ 
2 k+1 2 k+1 

Y + n (x-ui) Sk y - n (x-ui) 
k i= 1 i=1 

k k 
B+ x2+ n (y2-Ui) Bk x2_ n (y2_u~) 

k h1 i= 1 

c+ 
, k-1 2 2 2 k- 3 

x y2+x n (x-ui) C
k xy -x(x -uo)n(X-Ui) k 

i= 1 i=1 

F4 4 Hk 2 2 2 
Y +x(x-u 1)(x-u2) x +xy.g+(y.g) +u .g 

where g=g(x,y,!! ) 
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Below we have the self-intersection curves for some surfaces Sf (the dotted lines 

represent the portion of the curves with Y < 0 and the arrows indicate the cross

caps) 

/\1 
?,. I"'l~ . '. 

).\..1. ,\.9· .. 1--
'- t 

c~ Cit 

1\\/ / 
f: I"~ ! ,,, 

,- ~ '0\' . . -
CLj 

, 

I 

\ ~f\ II ~\ \f\V\~ 
t ·'/··· .. ·'" \!":;I',: ".,. ',' ,- ... . 

, .,.' 
-m')J,{ 

! 

Cs - c" Cs 

v o v 
n 1\- /r\~ /:f';~ 

.n' , : "'~: '. .. .. '. ,. /', . /, . / '. .-
",. II • I. _ ~ o. _ 

'B~ 'B2. B3 B,3 

o V 0"'-/ 
o 0 

o r\ n n", /,/'.;--- /; .......... /',-,:~ ' .... ,.'. " " ," .. .. ,,/ ,. 

~n~ ., .. \/ ..... 
" .' 

'BT 
5 
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To obtain the image of the double point curve of the morsification of Hk in 

1R3 , we proceed as follows: . 

In 1R2, the double point curve of H2 is an A7 singularity. 

The points ex and P denote the cross-caps of H2 and the arrows denote the 

identifications forced by a. and p. One checks easily that the positions of ex and 

P on D2( f) as shown, are the only ones possible. 

In the target, we know that SH2 has one triple point. 

The image of ex and p cannot lie in only one of those three segments, for 

otherwise the self-intersection curve of SH2 would have more then one branch. 

Therefore the picture is the following: 

/'- .... ,\ 
f I 

I 
I 

" 

\.... .,. 

\ 
I 
f 

The dotted segments represent the image of the rest of the double point 

curve of the morsification of H2 in 1R3. 

Notice' that we cannot have knots in the image of the dO~le point curve of 

the morsification of H2. Indeed, the four discs detennined by the double point 

curve of the morsification of H2 in 1R2 are sent to four discs in 1R3 since the 

morsification is a homeomorphism outside of the double point curve. Similar 

argument applies to the other members of the family Hk. So, we obtain: 
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Self-intersection curve of SHk 

\ 

, 

\ 
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Some surfaces Sf 

z 5; 

y 

./,,; x 
z ; 

r 

' . .'./ -.. / 

y y 
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Steps in the construction of the surface SH3 
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§3. The homology of Sf 

Following the method presented in [C-F] chapter III, on the singular homology 

of a complex with identifications, we calculate the homology of SH2 and SH3' 

(3.1) The homology of SH2' 

The picture below (figure 1) represents a small disc Be around the origin in 1R2 

(which will be mapped by the morsification of H2 to give rise to SH2) and the 

double point CUlve D2(fy} of the morsification fy of H2 (A7 singularity), 

figure 1 

Figure 2 presents a triangulation of fi~re 1. The letters A,B,C,D,E,F and G denote 

the O-dimensional cells; 'ti, i= 1, .. ,,10 denote the 1-dimensional cells (the two cross 

-caps of Ih, denoted by D and E below, force the identifications represented by the 

arrows and the repeated letters) and aj , j= 1, .. ,,6 represent the 2-dimensional cells, 

A G 

figure 2 
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Hence, we obtain (7 cells of dimension zero, 10 of dimension one and 6 

of dimension 2) the chain complex 

o ... Z6 a...2 Z7 ... O. 

The boundary operators a1 and a2 for the complex with identifications 

(figure 2) (cf. [ C-F] p.72) are obtained by the incidence functions given by the 

tables below (+ or - means that the degrees of incidence is +1 or -1 ; cf. [ C-F] 

p.32 and 72): 

" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to ~ t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to 
A - + -

1 + - - - -
B - + -

2 + + + + + 
C + - - + - + 

3 - -
D -

4 + + 
E + 

5 + + 
F - + -

6 - -
G + - + 

So, the image of at is Z6, the kernel of at is Z4, the image of a2 is 

Z4 and the kernel of a2 is Z2. Therefore, the homology groups of SH2 are : 

(3.2) The homology of SH3' 

The picture below (figure 3) represents a small disc' BE aroU'a the origin in 1R2 

(which will be mapped by the morsification of H3 to give rise to SH3) and the 

double point curve D2(fg) of the morsification fy of H3 (A13 singularity). 
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figure 3 

Figure 4 presents a triangulation of figure 3. The letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G and 

H denote the O-dimensional cells; 'ri, i= 1 , .. ,13 denote the one-dimensional cells 

(note that the 2 cross-caps of H3, denoted by E and G force the identifications 

represented by the arrows and repeated letters) and O'j, j=1, ... ,9 represent the 

two-dimensional cells. 

A 

figure 4 

Hence,. we obtain (8 cells of dimension zero, 13 of dimension one and 9 

of dimension 2) the chain complex 

Z8 -+ O. 
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The boundary operators d1 and d2 for the complex with identifications 

(figure 4) are given by the incidence tables below: 

~ A B C D E F G H ~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 + - 1 

2 - + 2 

3 + - 3 - + 

4 + - 4 + -

5 - + 5 - + + -

6 - + 6 - + - + 

7 - + 7 - + + -

8 + - 8 + -
9 + - 9 - + 

10 - + 10 - + 

11 - + 11 - + 

12 - + 12 + 

13 + - 13 + 

So, the image of d1 is 71.7, the kernel of d1 is 71.6, the image of d2 is 

71.6 and the kernel of d2 is 71.3. Therefore, H2(SH3) = 71.3, H 1 (SH3) = 0 and 

Ho(SH3) = 71.. 

(3.3) The homology of SHk 

We can obtain the homology of SHk in general by a geometrical argument. 

Let us consider the double point curve of the morsiflcation of Hk in 1R2. 

It is a real morsification of an A6k-5 singularity, with 3(k-1) nodes 

corresponding to the k-1 triple points. Hence, 3(k-1)+1 discs are determined by 
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. . [R2 
!tm . 

cx=>c ...... . . 

Remarks: (i) Each two adjacent triple points in the image give rise to one 2-

sphere by glueing three discs, the images of those determined by the double point 

curve in [R2. 

'Q 

(ii) Each cross-cap near to a triple point give rise to one 2-sphere in the 

image by glueing two discs. 

/ 

. fl·· • !' 

'. 
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We have seen (remark (1.2» that the triple points of the morsification of 

Hk lie in the y- axis in 1R3. So, the k-l triple points of Hk provide (k-2) 2-

spheres in the image SHk (by remark (i) above) and the two cross-caps of Hk 

provide two 2-spheres in the image SHk (by remark (ii) above). 

The rest of the small disc that is mapped to SHk can be contracted 

towards the double point curve in the source, or equivalently towards the self

intersection curve in the target 

Hence, the homology group H2(SHk) is equal to l~ 

(3.4) Remark: In the examples above, we have that the rank of H2(SHk) is 

C(Hk) +T(Hk) - 1 = 2+ (k-l) - 1. 

In a recent work [Mo 4], David Mond shows that in the complex case, 
the disentanglement ( see definition (3.9) of chapter I ) of the image of a map 

fo: (o;n,O) ... (o;n+l,O) is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres and that 

. -2 / 
when n = 2, the number of these spheres is C(fO) + T(fO) +J.L(D (fO) S2) -1. 

In the real case, the surfaces Sf of paragraph 2 above, image of 
morsifications of f, play the role of. the disentanglements. In the case of the 
family Hk , the image of the morsifications given in paragraph 1, illustrate the 
theorem above, i.e. SHk is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of k spheres of 

dimension 2 (recall that J.L(if(Hk)/ S2) = 0, for any k). 

It would be interesting to find morsifications for corank 1 analytic map-

germs f: (1R2,0) ... (1R3,0) such that Sf = V S2, with 
J.L 

J.L = C(fo;)' +T(fo;) +J.L( fl(fo;)/ S2) -1 and fo; : (0;2,0) ... (0;3,0) the 

complexification of f. 
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10. Introduction. 

The purpose of this paper is to enlarge on the description of multiple point 

schemes for corank: 1 map-germs (a;n,O) -+ (a;p,O) (that is, germs of analytic 

mappings f such that Ker dfo is one-dimensional) given in [Mo 2], and to prove 

a characterisation of stability and finite determinacy for such maps, when n < p 

(Theorem 2.14): a corank 1 map-germ is stable if and only if each multiple point 

scheme is smooth (or empty), and is finitely determined if and only if each 

multiple point scheme is an isolated complete intersection singularity (leIS) or of 

dimension 0 or empty. 

Section 1 contains a motivational discussion of the notion of double-point 

scheme and higher multiple-point schemes, of a map-germ; our main technical 

results are proved in Section 2, and in Section 3 we give some further results 

and, in particular, describe briefly (and without proofs) how the multiple point 

schemes of a su.itable class of representatives of a stable perturbation of a finitely 

determined corank 1 map-germ f are ~ilnor fibres for the corresponding multiple 

point schemes of f. Further details will appear in [Ma]. 

Thanks are due to Mark Roberts and to LS Dung Trang for helpful 

conversations. The first author thanks FAPESP (Fundac;ao de Amparo a Pesquisa 

do Estado de Sao Paulo) for financial support. 

Notation. Our notation is either standard in singularity theory, or is explained 

here. In pa~cular, we use the same notation as [Mo 2J, except that in place of 

the symbol Dr> in [Mo 2] we use D~f). We refer the reader to the 

introduction of [Mo 2], and to the references therein, for the definitions and 

notation we do not explain here. 
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§ 1. Multiple Point Schemes for Corank 1 Maps . 

... 2 
1.1 Double point schemes. By a doubJe point scheme D (f) for a map «:n -+ 

«:P one would like to understand something like the closure in «:n x «:n of the 

set {(x , x') E «:n x «:n I f(x) = f(x'), x '# x1, with some appropriate analytic 

... 2 
structure. One would also like D (f) to behave well under deformation: 

if F : «:n x s -+ «:P x S is a level preserving family of maps, and one defines 

fs: «:n -+ «:P by means of the equation F(x,s) = (fs(x),s), the diagram 

_2 -2 
D (fs) • D( F ) 

l l 
{s} S 

shOUld be a fibre square. 

...2 
This second requirement implies that D (f) will in general not be reduced, and 

indeed that the naive set theoretic desideratum above must be relaxed somewhat; 

for example, if F(x,s) = (x2,x3 + xs,s) (s E «:, x E «:) then {(x,x') E «: x «: I fO(x) 

= fO(x'), x '# x1 = ¢, whereas the closure of {(x,s,x',s') E «:2 x «:2 I (x,s) '# (x',s'), 

F(x,s) = F(x',s')} is the variety defined by the ideal (s-s', x + x', s + x2) in 

«:{x,s,x',s1; this has fibre over s=O equal to {(O,O)} . 

... 2 . 
It is convenient to define D (f) by means of one of the foIlowmg two sheaves 

of ideals: d~note the diagonals in «:n x (Cn and (CP x «:P by .1n, .1p respectively, 

and denote the sheaves of ideals defining them by In' Ip: then 

a) 12(f) = AnnO«:2n In/(fxf)* Ip 

b) h(f) = (fxf)* Ip + 1"oUn/(fxf)* Ip) 
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where we regard [n/(fxO* [p as an (lJu:;2n module, and 1'0 is its Oth Fitting ideal 

sheaf. 

It's easy to see that away from An' both of these coincide with (fxO* [p' and that 

the restriction of '2(0 to An is just the ramification ideal, generated by the 

maximal minors of the Jacobian matrix of f. The second is more readily 

calculable - indeed, in [MO 2] it is shown that if a is a p x n matrix with entries 

in (lJu:;2n such that f(x) - f(x') = a (x-x') then [2(0 = (fxf)* [p + Minn(a) 

( Minn(a) = ideal generated by the maximal minors of a ). Results of [C-S] 

imply that under reasonable hypotheses on f, 12(0 is a Cohen-Macaulay ideal 

(Le. (lJu:;2n/ '2(f) is a sheaf of Cohen-Macaulay rings), and from this one can 

show that for a large class of maps f (containing in particular those maps all of 

whose germs are finitely ;t-determined), [2(f) and 12(f) coincide. 

At this point we shall restrict our attention to germs of maps «[;n,O) ~ «[;p,O). 

Eor map-germs of corank 1 (Le. dim Ker dfo = 1) it is possible to prove by 

elementary means (c.f. [Mo 2] p. 369) that [2(f) and 12(f) coincide. Writing f 

with respect to linearly adapted coordinates as 

f(x,y) = (x,fn(x,y), ... , fp(x,y» (x E o;n-1, y E ([; ), 

then one quickly calculates that 

[2(0 = (x1-x1', .. ·,xn-l-xn-l ',(fn(x,y)-fn(x,y'»/y-y', ... , (fp(x,y)-fp(x,y'»/y-y') . 

.... 2 
Thus, if dim D (f) = 2n-p (this is the case for finitely determined map germs), , 

.... 2 n 1 2 
[2(f) is generated by a regular sequence. Moreover, D (f) embeds in 0; - x u:; 

(simply forget the x' variables). 
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1.2. Higher multiple point schemes. Consider the projection pi: :61f) ~ <cn, 

induced by the projection 'of <cn x <cn onto the first factor. In [KI], Kleiman 

.... 3 
(attributing the idea to Salomonsen) defines the triple point scheme D (f) of f to 

222 
be the double point scheme of Pl. Roughly speaking, Pl (x,x')=Pl (X",XIll) if and 

only if x=x" and f(x)=f(x')=f(x"'), 

.... 22 
so that D(Pl) embeds in <cn x <cn x <cn, and away from the diagonals consists 

of triples of points having the same image. 

....k 
Similar reasoning leads to an inductive definition of schemes D (f) for all k; 

~1 k ~ 
D (f) is simply the double-point scheme of the projection Pk-l: D (f) ~ 

.... k-l k k 1 
.D (f) induced by the projection (<cn) ~ (<cn) - which forgets the last factor. 

We have seen, by choosing coordinates appropriately, that when f is of corank 1, 

2 ' 
:6 (f) embeds in <cn -1 x <c2. Let us suppose inductively that for a corank 1 

map f, :6~f) has been definef and moreover that it embeds in <cn- 1x<ck, where 

its defining sheaf of ideals is generated by, say, hl, ... ,hm. We now consider the 

k .... k 
double point scheme of Pk-l: D (f) ~ 

.Jc-l k 
D (f) . We have Pk-l (x,Yl, .. ·,Yk) = 

.... k 
(x,yt, ... ,Yk-l), so denoting coordinates in the two copies of D (f) by (x,yt, ... ,Yk) 

and (x',y'l, ... ,y'k), we find, using definition a) of the double point scheme (of , 

(1.1), that: 

h(P~-l) = (Xl-X'l, ... , xn-l-x'n-l, Yl-y'l,···, Yk-l-Y'k-l) +. 

+{ gE(!)<cn-l+kx<cn-l+k: (Yk-y'k)g E 

(hl (x,Yl,···,Yk),···,hm(x,y1,···,Yk),hl (x,yt,···,Yk-l,y'k),···,hl (x,Yl,···,Yk-l ,Y'k»)} 
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Write hi(x,Yl, ... ,Yk) as hi and hi(X,Yl, ... ,Yk-l,y'k) as h'i. Thus, embedding.i?(p~_l) 
in a:;n-lxa:;k-lxa:;2 (using the first set of generators listed above to forget the 

x',y'l"",y/k-l variables) we find that h(~-l) becomes simply 

{gEeJa:;n-lxa:;k-l xa:;2: (Yk-y'k)g E (hl, ... ,hm,h'l, ... ,h'm)}. 

Now the condition on g is that there exist ai, f3i. E 0a:;n-lxa:;k-lxa:;2 such that 

(1) (Yk-y'k)g = Lai hi + L f3i. h'i· 

Write ai(x,yt, ... ,Yk-l,Yk,Yk) = ai and Pi(X,yt,···,Yk-l,Yk,Yk) = ~i· When Yk = Y/k, 

(1) gives 0 = Lai hi + L ~i h'i· 

Thus, (1) is equivalent to 

(Yk-y'k)g = Lai hi + L fu h'i+L(ai-ai) hi + L (f3i.-~i) h'i+L fu (h'i-hi) = 
= L(ai-ai) hi + L (f3i.-~i) h'i+L~ (h'i-hi)· 

~ince ai-ai, Pi-fu and h'i-hi are divisible by Yk-y'k, and since Yk-y'k is not a 

zero divisor, we obtain 

g = Lai hi + L bi h'i+Lci (h'i-hi)/(Yk-y'k) for some ai, bi and ci· 

. 2 
Since h'iE ( hi, (h'i-hi)/(Yk-y'k) ), we conclude that the ideal defining 0 (P~-l) 

( and thus nk(1J ) in a:;n -1 +k+ 1 is generated by hi, together with additional 

generators (h'i-hi)/(Yk-y'k), for i = 1, ... ,m. Let us call this ideal [kef). 

Applying this procedure to f(x,y) = (x,fn(x,y), ... , fp(x,y» one finds that [kef) ~ 

eJa:;n-l+k, is generated by (k-l)(p-n+l) functions r?), n ~ j ~ p, 1 ~ i ~ k-l, where 
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.... k 
There is a natural Sk action on D (f) (permute the Yl, ... ,Yk coordinates) and in 

the next section we give an alternative description of [k(f), in terms of Sk

invariant generators, and derive some of its properties. 
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§2. Invariant Generators for [k(f); Properties of fi'f) 

2.1. Definition. Let f: (a;n ,0) -+ (a;p ,0) have corank: 1 (n ~ p) and let coordinates 

be chosen so that f takes the fonn 
n-1 f(x,y) = (x,fn(x,y), ... ,fp(x,y» (here x E ([; , Y E ([; ). 

Define the sheaf of ideals ['k(f) in (9 a;n -1 +k by means of the (p-n+ 1 )(k-1) 

generators 

k 
hj,i = 

i-1 . i+1 ~Jc 1 
1 Yk' . . Yk ~ (x,)k> Yk ... )'k-

for n ~ j ~ p, 1 ~ i ~ k-1. 

1 Yl ... ~-1 
. 1 

Let Ht be the (k-1)-tuple (hf,1, ... hf,k-1)' and let Hk be the (p-n+1)-tuple 

(Hk Hk) W h II s'onall regard Hk as a map-genn (II"n -1 +k,O) -" n'"'' p' e s a occa 1 y "'-,. 

a;(p-n+1)(k-1). 

2.2. Remark. Let the symmetric group Sk act on a;n-l+k by pennutation of the 

last k coordinates, and on a;k by pennutation of the coordinates. Let 
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Then E: (a;n-1+k,a;k) is a finite module over E: (a;n-1+k), generated by the' 

. i [ 
maps gi(x,y1, ... ,Yk) = (Y~'''''Yk) for OSiSk-1 (see e.g. Po] p. 106,1.4.1). 

The map Lj(x,yt '''',Yk) = (fj(X,Y1), ... ,fj(x,Yk» is Sk equivariant, so there exist 

k-l 

invariant functions (Xj,i, 0 SiS k-1, such that Lj = L (Xj,i gi. When the Yi are 
i=O 

pairwise distinct, the equation Lj = L(Xj,igi can be solved for the (Xi by Cramer's 

rule, and one sees that (x, i = h~. at such points, for 1 SiS k-1. As points of 
J' j,1 

this kind are dense in a;n-1+k, (x, i = h~. everywhere. Moreover it is clear that 
J' j,1 

at a point (x,Y1, ... ,Yk) with Ys :¢: Yt for s :¢: t and f(x,ys) = f(x,Yt) for all s,t, we 

must have (Xj,O(X,Y1, ... ,Yk) = fj(X,Y1) and (Xj,i(X,Y1, ... ,Yk) = 0 for i ~ 1, and for allj. 

2.3. Proposition. Let f: (a;n,O) -+ (a;p,O) have corank 1. Then the ideal ['k(f) 

defined above, coincides with the ide~ [kef) defined inductively in § 1. 

Proof. Writing out in full the equation Lj = ~(Xj,igi (see the previous remark) 
1 

we have 

(1) = ~,O + ... +cxj ,k_1 

k-1 
Y1 

Now subtract the first row from each of the others, and divide the second 

row by Y2-yt, the third by Y3-Y1, etc. to obtain (forgetting ~e first row) 
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k-l k-l 
~ (x'Y2) - fj (x'Yl) 1 Y2 +Y

1 

Y2 -Yl 

Y2- Y1 Y2-Yl 

(2) 
= a j ,l 

+a· 2 +···+~,k-l j, 

~ (x,yk) - ~ (x,y1) 
k-1 k-1 

1 Yk+Y1 
Yk -Yl 

Yk -Y1 Yk-Yl 

(
f. (x'Y2) -f. (x,y 1) 

It is now apparent that the two ideals (al 1, ... ,al k-l) and J J , 
J, J' Y2-Y1 

Now repeat the procedure used to go from (1) to (2). For reasons of space we 
leave it to the reader to write out the equation obtained; from it, it is clear that 

Continuing in this fashion, one concludes that lk(f) and l'k(f) are equal. 0 

An alternative proof can be given by noting that the generators of lk(f) are the 

coefficients of the interpolation polynomials, obtained by the Lagrange method , 
while the generators of Ik(f) are the coefficients of the interpolation polynomials 

for the same problem, obtained by the method of divided differences (Newton's 
method). We are grateful to Terry Gaffney for pointing this out to us. 

From now on it will generally be more convenient to use the description of lk(f) 
given in 2.1. 

2.4. Lemma. For any function q E eJn, q = q(x,y), let Ik(q) be the ideal 
generated by the coefficients al, ... ,ak-l in the equation 

k-1 

(1) (q(x,yl),···,q(x,Yk» = L ai(x,yl,···,Yk) gi (yt,···,Yk) 
i=O 
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(2) 

· . ~ n-1+k (where the gi are as 10 2.2 and the (Xi are 10 Eo (~ ». Then 

<XI t- 1
q 

Ik(q) + (yt-Y2, yt-YJ,"',Yl-Yk) = fay , ... , ily k-t) + (yt-Y2, .. ·,Yl-Yk) 

(partials calculated at (x,yt». 

Proof As (yt-Y2, ... ,yt-Yk) is the ideal of functions vanishing on the diagonal 

6(k) in ~n-1 x ~k, 6(k) = {(x,yt , ... ,Yk) I Yi = Yj \ii,j}, it is necessary only to 

show that the ideal in CD 6(k) generated by the restrictions of the (Xi, 1 S;; is;; k-1, 

coincides with the ideal generated by the first k-1 partial derivatives of q with 

respect to y. 

Write Y1 = Y, Y2 = y+E, ... ,Yk = y+(k-1)E, and let qs = s ! aSq/ays. Expanding the 

left hand side of (1) using Taylor's theorem, and using column vector rather than 

row vector notation, we obtain 

q 

k-l 
q+Eq + ... +E q +R 

1 k-l 1 

k-l 
q+(k-1~q + ... +«(k-1~) q +R 

1 k-l k-l 

1 Y 

1 y+E 

=(X +a 
o 1 

1 y+(k-1~ 

+"'+(Xk -1 

k-l 
Y 

(y+E)k-l 

k-l 
(Y+(k-1)E) 

Each remainder term Ri satisfies lim R/Ek-1 = O. Let M be the matrix 
e-+O 
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1 

1 

1 

o 

(k-1~ . 

o 
k-1 

e 

Then M divides the matrix of coefficients of the ai on the right hand side of 

(2), and indeed when e ::f: 0 (and hence M is invertible) we can write 

1 
2 k-1 

q 0 Y Y Y au 
q1 ~ 0 1 2y (k-1)y k-2 

-1 0 1 
,(3) M +M =M 

0 

1\-1 o 0 o 1 <\-1 

We claim now that lim M-1R = 0 (where R is the column vector (0,R1, ... ,Rk_ 
£-+0 

1)1). This is shown by counting powers of e: writing M-t = (det Myt adj (M), 
t 

and noting that det M is a multiple of e2k(k-1) while each entry in adj (M) has 

order (in e) at least t(k-2)(k-1), we see that each entry in M-t has order at least 

-(k-1); since Ri = o(ek- 1), the claim follows. 

From (3), the continuity of the qj and ai> and the fact that lim M-1R = 0, we 
£-+0 

deduce that when e = 0, 

(q,q1,··.,~_1)t = P(aO, ... ,ak-Ot 

where P is the "Pascal" matrix on the right hand side of (3). Deleting the first 

row and column of P gives 
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(Q1, ... ,CJk-1)t = P'(<X1,···,<Xk-Ot 

and since P' is invertible, the lemma is proved. 0 

2.5. Lemma. With respect to any inclusion 0n-1 +r = (];{X,Yil'···,Yir} £; 

(];{x,yt, ... ,yk} = On-1+k (r!5:k), we have [r(t) £; [k(t)· 

Proof. By the Sr and Sk invariance of the ideals [r(t), [k(t), it's enough to 

prove the result when i1 = 1, ... , ir = r, and by downward induction it's enough 

to show that it holds when r = k-1. Write 

~(X,Y 1) 1 
k-1 

Y1 

(1) = <xo(x,y l""'Yk) +···+ak_1(x,y l""'Yk) 

f/x'Yk) 1 
k-1 

Yk 

k-2 
fj(x,y 1) 1 Y1 

(2) = ~o(x,y l""'Yk-1), +"'+~k-2(x'Y1""'Yk-1) 

k-2 
flx,y. ) 1 Yk-1 

k-l 

k k-1 
Then <Xi = h.. for 1!5: i !5: k-1, and ~i = h.. for 1!5: i !5: k-2. There exist 

J~ J,1 

f 0· ~ ~-1(iI"n-1+k-1) such that unc ons 'Yo, ... ,'¥k-2 E ti \I, o 

k-1 k-2 
Y1 1 Y1 

(3) 

= 'Yo +···+'Yk-2 

k-l k-2 
Yk-1 1 Yk-1 ' 
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(see Remark 2.2). By uniqueness of the <Xi and J3i, from (1), (2) and (3) we 

deduce . 

J3i =. <Xi + <Xk-l'Yi, 1 SiS k-2 

and so Ik -1 (f) ~ Ik(f). 0 

2.6 Defmition and Notation 

Let y(k) = (q, ... ,rm) be a partition of k (Le. q+ ... +rm = k). Let I(y(k» be the 

ideal in (9cen- 1+k generated by the k-m elements Yi -Yi+l for 

q+ ... +rj-l + 1 SiSq+ ... +rj-l, 1 Sj Sm, and let A(y(k» = V(I(y(k»). 

If 11 (k), Y2(k) are two partitions of k, we will say 11 (k) < Y2(k) if I(n (k» S; 

I(Y2(k». We define a generic point of A(Yl (k» to be one which does not lie 

in A(Y2(k» for any partition Y2(k) of k with Yl (k) < Y2(k). 

Define Ik(f,y(k» = Ik(f) + I(y(k» 

.... k 
D (f,y(k» = V(Ik(f,y(k»), equipped with structure sheaf (9cen-1+kllk(f,y(k» 

.... k 
We discuss the geometric significance of D (f,y(k» after 2.7 (below). 

Given a partition y(k) = (q, ... ,rm) of k, define projections 1q(y(k» : cen- 1+k .... 

cen, for 

1 SiSm, by 7q(y(k) )(x,Yl,···,Yk) = (x,Yq+ ... +fi_l+1). 

. n-l+k k-m Fmally, denote the map <C .... ce defined by the generators of I(y(k», by 

E(y(k». 

2.7 Lemma. Let y(k) = (q, ... , rm) be a partition of k; at a generic point (x,y) 

of ~k(y(k» we have 

Ik(f,y(k» = I(y(k» + (((osf/ol) 0 7q(y(k») I j = n, ... ,p, 1 S s S ri-1, 1 SiS m}) 

+ ({fj 0 1tl (y(k» - fj 01ti(y(k» I j = n, ... ,p, 2 SiS m}) . in (9cen- l+k,(x,y)' 
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Proof. In Lemma 2.4, the statement has already been proved in the special case 

y(k) = (k). As J(y(k» is contained in both of the' ideals whose equality we 

want to prove, and is radical, we need only show that the restrictions to L\(y(k» 

of the generators of [kef) generate the same ideal in eJL\(y(k»,(x,y) as the 

elements listed on the right hand side of the equality in the statement of the 

lemma. Now let G = Sft x ... xSrm. 

Then G acts on (Cn-l x (Ck and on (Ck in the obvious product representation 

(Sq permutes coordinates yq+ ... +ri-l+1,···, yq+ ... +ri). 

Let E~((Cn-l+k,(Ck) = {g:«(Cn-l+k,o) -+ (Ck I g is G-equivariant} 

E~«(Cn-1+k) = {g:«(Cn-1+k,0) -+ (C I g is G-invariant} 

G G 
Then Eo «(Cn-l +k,(Ck) is a finite module over Eo «(Cn-l+k); since we are dealing 

with a product representation, it's easy to see, again by [Po], p. 106, that the k-

vectors gij (1::; i ~, 0::; j gi-1) with y~ in the ~th place for r1+ ... +fi-1+1::; ~ 
g1+ ... +q and 0 elsewhere generate it. 

Let N(G) be the matrix with columns g1,0, ... ,gm,rm-1' and let N(Sk) be the 

matrix whose columns are the generators gO, ... ,gk-1 of E:(G:n-l +k,(Ck) over 

E:«(Cn-1+k), as in 2.2. Then since E:«(Cn-1+k,(Ck) ~ E~«(Cn-1+k,(Ck), N(G) 

divides N(Sk). In fact, if N(Sk) = N(G)Q, the first column of Q consists of 

zeros except for a 1 in the first, q+1'st, ... , and q+ ... +rm-1 +l'st places. 

Moreover, det Q = det N(G)"! det N(Sk) does not vanish at (x,y), as (x,y) is a 

generic point of L\(y(k». 

Let Lj: «(Cn -1 + k ,0) -+ «(Ck ,0) be as 

G 
Eo «(Cn-1+k,(Ck), and so we can write 
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(1) Lj = N(G)P = N(Sk)a = N(G)Qa 

for some column vectors P = (Pt ,O,···,Pt ,rt-t , ... ,Pm,O,oo.,Pm,rm-t)!, 

a = (aj,o, ..... aj,k-ot, with aj,i = hri for t.s i .s k-1. 

As N(G) is invertible on a dense open subset of any neighbourhood of (x,y), we 

can cancel it in (1) to obtain 

(2) P = Qa. 

In order to obtain an equation relating the PiJ to the generators aj,l, ... ,aj,k-l of 

[k(f), we reduce the first column of Q to a 1 in the first place, followed by 

zeros in the rest, by subtracting the first row of (2) from the q + 1 'st, 

Q+r2+1'st, ... , and Q+ ... +rm-l+l'st rows. Then (2) becomes 

1 
aj,o 

= 
0 Q' 

aj,k_l 

By Lemma 2.4, when we restrict to 6(y(k», 

the ideal in eJ6(y(k», (x,y) generated by Pi,t, ... , Pi,ri- t is equal to the ideal Ii 
f' 1 f' 1 generated by (ofjloy) 0 1ti(y(k», ... , (0 c fj/OY 1- ) 0 1ti(y(k». Moreover, by 

inspection of the proof of Lemma 2.4 we see that modulo this ideal, Pi,O is just 

fj 0 1ti(y(k». Therefore modulo Ii+Il, Pi,O-Pl,O is just fj 0 1ti(y(k» - fj 01tl(y(k». 

Since det Q' = det Q, Q' is invertible at (x,y), and the lemma is proved. 0 

2.8 Notation. For any partition y(k) of k, denote by D(y(k» the map defined 

by 'the partial derivatives (oSfj/ol) 0 1ti(y(k», for j = n, ... ,p, 1.s s .s ri-l, 1.s i .s 
m, and by R(y(k» the map defined by fj 0 1ti(y(k» - fj 0 1tl (y(k» for j = n, ... ,p, i 

= 2, ... ,m. 
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_k 
2.9 Remark. In view of 2.7, a generic point of D (f,y(k» is one of the fonn 

(x,Yl,···,Yl,···,Ym,···,Ym) (Yi iterated fi times, and Yi:#: Yj if i:#: j) such that the 

local algebra of f at (x,Yi) is isomorphic to G; [ t ] / (t fi) and such that f(x,yt) = 
... = f(x,Ym)· 

_k 
We shall now use Lemma 2.7 to relate the structure of the D (f) and 

-k 
D (f,y(k» to the stability and [mite determinacy of f. We need some preliminary 

results, beginning with an elementary lemma: 

2.10 Lemma. Let the fmite group G act linearly on the vector space V, and let 

F: V ~W be a G-invariant mapping. Let H be a subgroup of G, and suppose 

that the point Xo E V lies in Fix H, the set of x E V left fixed by all h E H. 

Then F is a submersion at Xo if and only if F I Fix H is a submersion at xo. 

Proof. We identify the elements of G with the automorphisms of V that they 

define, and for h E H we denote by dhxo the automorphism of T Xo V that it 

induces. Denote also by fix H the subspace of T Xo V consisting of tangent 

vectors v left fixed by. all automorphisms dhxo for h E H. Let L be the 

subspace of Txo V generated by all vectors dhxo(v) -v for h E H and v E 

Txo V. Then L is an H-invariant complement in Txo V to fix H. Since F is 

G-invariant it is also H-invariant and so for any v E Txo V and h E H, 

dFxo(v) = dFxo(dhxo(v». Hence dFxo(L) = 0, and so dFxo(Txo V) = dFxo(fix 

H). Since fix H = T Xo Fix H, the lemma is proved. 0 

2.11 Theorem (Gaffney [Ga 1]; see also [Wa], Theorem 2.1). Let f: (CCn,O) ~ (CCp,O) 

be a finitely 9(-determined map-genn.Then f: (CCn,O) -+ (CCp,O) is finitely ;1-

determined if and only if for any representative of f there exist neighbourhoods U 

of 0 in G;n and V of 0 in G;p, with feu) ~ V, such that for all y:#: 0 in V, the 
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multi-genn f: (U,f-f(y) n 4-) -+ (V,y) is stable. 

(Here Lf is the set of critical points of f; if n < p, Lr = U); 0 

2.12 Theorem. (Mather, [Ma 4] Proposition 1.6). Let S = {x1,""xm} E «;n, 

and suppose f(x 1) = ... = f(xm) = z. Let Ai be the genn at xi of the set 

{x E «;n I the germ of f at x is ;I-equivalent to the germ of f at Xi}. Then the 

multi-germ f: (<<;n, S) -+ (<<;P, z) is stable if and only if 

i) each germ f: (<<;n,xi) -+ (<<;P,z) is stable, for 1 ::; i ::; m 

ii) the map germ fx ... xf: (Alx ... xAm. (xl, ... ,xm» -+ (<<;p)m is transverse to 

the set ~m,p: = {(zl, ... ,zm) E (<<;p)m I zi = Zj 'v'i,j}. 0 

Note that each Ai is smooth if (i) holds, by [Ma 4] 2.1 and [Ma 5] 4.2. We 

shall refer to Ai as the analytic stratum of f at xi. 

2.13 Proposition Let f(x,y) = (x.fn(x,y), ... , fp(x,y». Suppose f(x,yl)= ... =f(x.Yk) 

= z. with Yi '# Yj for i '#j. Suppose f is of type L1ri-1,0 at (x,Yi). Let k = 

rt+·+rm, and let yCk) = (rt,.··.rm). Then if y = (Y1,.··.Yl.··.'Ym' ...• Ym) (Yi iterated 

fi times. for i = 1 •...• m), and S = {(x,yf}, ...• (x,ym)}. the following are equivalent: 

1) f: (<<;n.s) -+ (<<;p.z) is stable 

2) 
k ... k 

The map H defining D (f) is a submersion at (x,y). 

3) The map (Hk.E(y(k») defining D~f,Y(k» is a submersion at (x,y). 

Proof. (2Y ¢::> (3). This is just an application of Lemma 2.10. If G = 

Sr1 x",xSrm. then Hk is G-invariant so since (x.y) E Fix G, Hk is a submersion 

at (x,y) if and only if HkIFixG is a submersion at (x.y). . As Fix G = ~('Y(k», 
and, ~(y(k» is defined by the submersion E(y(k». the conclusion follows. 

(1) ¢::> (3). By Lemma 2.7. (3) is equivalent to the restriction 
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(D(y(k», R(y(k»): L1(y(k» -+ «:(p-n+ 1)(k-1) being a submersion at (x,y). 

m 
Now D(y(k»-!(O) n L1(y(k» ae IT r:q- 1 n Ax 

i= 1 

(where L1x = {(x1.y!>, ...• (xm.ym) E (<<:n)m I xi = Xj 'v'i,jJ), and so 

(notation as in 2.12). It follows that 

(D(y(k». R(y(k») : L1k(y(k» -+ «:(p-n+1)(k-1) 

is a submersion at (x.y) if and only if r:q - 1 is smooth at (x.Yi) for 1 $ i $ m. 

and if the restriction 

is transverse to L1m.p. By 2.12. this is equivalent to (1), since Ai = Liq-1. 0 

We can now characterise stability and, fmite determinancy of germs of corank 1: 

2.14 Theorem. Let f: (<<:n. 0) -+ (<<:p.O) (n < p) be a fmite mapping of corank 1. 

Then 

",k 
i) f is stable if and only if D (f) is smooth of dimension p-k(p-n) or 

empty for each k ~ 2. 

ii) f is finitely determined if and only if for each k with p-k(p-n) ~ O. 

",k 
D (f) is either an ICIS of dimension p-k(p-n) or empty. and if furthermore. for 

",k 
those k such that p-k(p-n) < O. D (0 consists at most of-the point {OJ. 
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Proof. (i) Let k = dimG:(!Jn/f*'JII,p' Then f is of type r1k- 1,0 at 0, and by 

.... k 
2.13 f is stable if and only if D (f) is smooth of dimension p-k(p-n) at O. 

Now for l > k, o.e(f) is empty, while for l < k, o.e(f) is smooth of dimension 

p - l (p-n) by 2.5. 

(ii) Suppose that f is finitely determined and choose a representative f: U 

-+ V as in 2.11. We will show that for any k satisfying p-k(p-n) ~ 0, and at 

any point (x,y) -;: 0 of :5~f) lying in Uk, the map Hk is a submersion. By 

restricting U if necessary, f has only singularities of type r 1 in U. Suppose, 

after a reordering if necessary, that (x,y) is a generic point of ~k(y(k» for some 

partition y(k)= (q, ... ,rm) of k. Then (x,y) has the form (x, Y1,···, yt, ... , Ym, ... , 

Ym), with Yi iterated fi times. Suppose f has type L 1 ti -1,0 at (x,Yi). Then ti ~ ri 

- ~ 
and (x,y) = (x,y1 , ... ,yt , ... ,Ym, ... ,Ym) (Yi iterated ti times) lies in D (f) , where t 

= t1 +··+tm. Let y(t)= (t1, ... ,tm). By 2.11, the multi-germ of f at {(x, Y1), .. "(x, 

Ym)} is stable, so by 2.13, (1) ¢:> (3), the restriction to Fix (St1x",xStm) of Ht 

is a submersion. By 2.7, the restriction to Fix (St1 x",xStm) of the map (O(y(t», 

R(y(t») is a submersion; since Fix (St1x",xStm) ~ G:n-1+m ~ ~ix (Sr1x",xSrm) 

and since the components of (D(y(k», R(y(k») lie among the components of 

(O(y(t», R(y(t»), we deduce that (0 (y(k», R(y(k») I Fix (Sr1 x",xSrm) is also a 

submersion, and hence, again by 2.7, that Hk is a submersion at (x,y) . 

.... k 
Thus, at every point of D (f) distinct from 0, the (p-n+1)(k-1) functions 

.... k 
generating [k(f), define a submersion, and so D (f) is a complete intersection of 

codimension (p-n+1)(k-1) in G:n- 1+k, and hence of dimension p-k(p-n), with at 

most isolated singularity at 0, if it is not empty. Evidently if (p-n+1)(k-1) > n-

1 +~. Hk cannot be a submersion anywhere and so there are no points in 

.... k 
D (f) outside O. 
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... k 
The converse assertion, that f is finitely detennined if D (t) is either an ICIS of 

dimension p-k(p-n), or empty, for each k satisfying (p-n+l)(k-l) ~ n-l+k, and 

contains at most {a} if (p-n+1)(k-l) > n-l+k, is proved by reversing the 

previous argument. It is only necessary to choose a representative f: U -+ V of 

... k 
f, such that all of the induced representatives of the germs of the D (f) are 

smooth of the appropriate dimension outside 0, to conclude that all of the multi

germs f: (U, f-1 (z» -+ (V, z) are stable for 

z :1: 0, by 2.13, and hence that f is finitely determined, by 2.11. 0 

2.15 Corollary. If f is finitely determined then for each partition y(k) = (r1,· .. , rm) 

... k 
of k satisfying p-k(p-n+l)+m ~ 0, the germ of D (f,y(k) at 0 is either an leis 

... k 
of dimension p-k(p-n+l)+m, or is empty. Moreover those D (f,y(k) for y(k) 

not satisfying the inequality, consist at most of the single point O. 

Proof. This follows from 2.14 by 2.13, (2) ~ (3). 0 

In [Ga 2], Gaffney defines multiple points schemes (which we denote here by 

l)k(f)) as follows: if f is a stable map-germ then l)k(f) is the closure in (<<;n)k 

of the set 

{(xl, ... ,Xk) I Xi -;: xjo f(xi) = f(xj) for i # j}, with reduced structure. For a 

general f, l)k(t) is the fibre over 0 E «;d of J)k(F), where F: (<<;n x «;d,O) -+ 

(<<;p x «;d,O) is a stable unfolding of f. 

(We assume here that f has a stable unfolding. Map-germs with this property 

are said to be "of finite singularity type".) As a consequence of 2.14 and 2.15 

we have 
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2.16 Proposition. Let f be of finite singularity type, of corank 1. 

k ... k 
Then for all k, l) (0 = D (0 (as schemes). 

Proof. Because 

is always a fibre square (where F is an unfolding of f) it is necessary to prove 

-k k _k 
only that D (F) = j) (F) for F stable. Since then D (F) is smooth (or empty) 

_k k 
and hence reduced, it will be enough to show that D (F) and l) (F) are equal as 

~ets. Let U = {(x 1 , ... ,xk) E (a:;n)k I Xi :/: Xj if i :/: j}. Then it is clear from 

the defmitions that 

....k ' 
D (F) n U = j)k(F) n U. 

_k ... k 
Thus it remains only to show that D (F) is equal to the closure of D (F) n U . 

... k 
But this follows from the fact that D (F) is irreducible (being smooth) and that 

... k _k 
for any partition y(k) other than (1,1, ... ,1), dim (D (F) ) > dim D (F,y(k» D. 
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§3. Milnor numbers of Multiple Point Schemes 

In view of the results of §2, we now have at our disposal rather a large number 

of integer >I-invariants for finitely determined map-germs of corank 1, namely the 

.... k 
Milnor numbers of the isolated complete intersection singularities D (f;y(k» for all 

y(k)= (rt, ... ,rm) a partition of k = rt+ .. +rm satisfying p-k(p-n+1)+m ~ 0. It is 

convenient also to introduce some further schemes associated to these, namely the 

.... k 
quotients of the D (f) under their natural Sk action. We now review briefly the 

properties of quotient varieties that we need. 

Let the finite group 0 act linearly on (tN, and let I £; ON be a O-invariant 

ideal. Then 0 acts also on the germ ofif:ialytic variety V = V(I) £; «(tN,O). 

. 0 0 
Let 0v = 0N/!' let ON = {II E ON I g.H = H V'g E O} and let 0v = {h E 

0v I g·h = h V'g E O} (where the action of 0 on 0v is defined by g·{H+I) = 

g·H+I). Initially, we define the quotient variety-germs «(tN 10, 0) and V 10 

abstractly, as Specan O~ and Specan O~ respectively. Defining p: ON -. ~ by 

averaging, p(H) = ~ L g. H, then p is onto, and moreover passes to the 
geG 

o 
quotient to give p: 0v -. 0v ' also onto. Clearly the projection ON -. 0v 

, 000 
gives a homomorphism ON -. 0v ' also onto, since if h = H+I E 0v then 

g·H-H E I for all g E 0 and so h = p(H)+I. Thus, we have an exact 

seqqence 
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and hence an embedding V f G C+ (a:N f G, 0). 

New suppose G acts as a reflection group on a:N. Then a:N f G ~ a:N (see e.g. 

[Ch] or [S-T]), and so VfG is embedded in a:N. If furthermore I is generated 

by G-invariant functions al, ... , am, then :rG is also generated in (!J~ by al,···, am. 

Suppose that al, ... ,oN are algebraically independent generators of (!J~, so that (!J~ 

= a-t«(!JN), where a is the map with components al, ... ,aN. Then there exist 

germs ai E (!IN, such that 

ai = aioa. Hence, setting i = ( al, ... ,am) ~ (!IN, we have V fa = vci) ~ 
(a:N,O). 

It is easy to see that a 1, ... , am is a regular sequence if and only if a b ... ,am is, 

and thus, that V f G is a complete intersection if and only if V is. Furthermore, 

if V has an isolated singularity at 0, then at each point of V -{O} the map a:N -+ 

a:m defined by the ai is a submersion, and from this it follows that (al,···, am) 

defines a submersion at each point of V f G-{O}. In conclusion, if V f; (~N,O) 

is an isolated complete intersection singularity defined by the vanishing of an 

ideal generated by a-invariant functions, where the finite group a acts as a 

reflection group on ~N, then V / a is also an isolated complete intersection 

singularity. 

When f: (a:n,O) -+ (a:P,O) is a finitely determined map-germ of corank 1, all 

... k P 
of the above applies to the schemes D (f) , for 2 ~ k ~ --. Each is an isolated 

p-n 

complete intersection singularity (if not empty), and each has a fmite group action, 

that of the ~ymmetric group Sk, which acts as a reflection group on the ambient 

P _k 
Hence, for 2 ~ k ~ --, the quotient schemes D (f)/ Sk are 

p-n 
space a:n- 1+k. 

isolated complete intersection singularities. The Milnor numbers of the Ok(f)/ Sk 

... k 
can be calculated from those of the D (f;y(k» (see below). 
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3.1 Lemma. Let f: «(Cnx(Cd,O) -+ «(CPx(Cd,O) be an unfolding of the finitely )<1-

determined corank 1 genn f. Then 

-k· -k 
D (f.y(k» c+ D (F.y(k» 

J,1t J, 1t 

o (C d o (Cd 

are both fibre squares, and in each case the projection 1t is flat, provided y(k) = 

(rl, .... rm) is a partition of k with p-k(p-n+l)+m ~ 0, in the first case, and if k 

~ l in the second. 
p-n 

_k _k 
Moreover if F is J<le-versal. then D (F,y(k» and D (F)/ Sk are both smooth 

spaces (under the same hypotheses on y(k) and k). 

-k 
Proof. The ideal Ik(F,y(k» ~ 0n-l+d+k defining D (F,y(k» is generated by 

genns whose restriction to (Cn-l+k fonn a regular sequence. Thus Ik(F,y(k» 

itself is generated by a regular sequence and is a complete intersection whose 

codimension in (Cn-l+d+k is equal to that of D~f,Y(k» in (Cn-l+k. 

_k d 
Thus the fibres of 1t: D (F,y(k» -+ (C have codimension d, and from this and 

-k 
the fact that D (F.y(k» is Cohen-Macaulay (being a complete intersection), it 

follows that 1t is flat A similar argument applies to the second diagram. 

_k _k 
The smoothness of D (F,y(k» and D (F)/ Sk when F is )<1e-versal 

follo-ws, from the fact that any J<le-versal unfolding is a stable mapping in its 

own right, by 2.14. 2.15, and the discussion on quotient varieties at the beginning 

of this section. 0 
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Suppose that F is an >1e-versal unfolding of the corank 1 genn 

f: (<<:n,O) ~ (<<:P,O). Write' F(x,u) = (fu(x),u). Suppose aJso that (n,p) are nice 

dimensions (as in Mather,' [Ma 6]). (This second assumption is not necessary, 

since we are dealing with corank 1 genns, but will abbreviate the discussion.) 

Then for any representative of F, there is a product neighbourhood V 1 x V2 

(0 E V 1 £; «:n, 0 E V2 £; «:d) contained in its domain of definition, and a 

proper analytic subvariety B of U2 (the bifurcation set) such that for u E U2-B, 

the map fu:Ul ~ «:P is stable. By 3.1, 2.14 and 2.15, it follows that upon 

restriction to a suitably small neighbourhood of (0,0) in Vl x (U2-B), the 

projections 1t of 3.1 give rise to Milnor fibrations associated to the isolated 

..... k _k [ ] complete intersection singularities D (f;y(k» and D (f)/ Sk, (c.f. Lo) and in 

..... k _k 
particular that for u ~ B, D (fu ;y(k» and D (fu )/ Sk are Milnor fibres of these 

singularities. 

.....k -k 
The quotient map cr: D (F) ~ D (F)/ Sk induces a map on Milnor fibres, 

... k _k 
D (fu) ~ D (fu )/ Sk, and can be 'used to relate the Euler characteristics of 

... k 
these fibres (together with those of the D (f;y(k» . Moreover, F induces maps 

D~f,Y(k» ~ «:P and fik(F)/ Sk ~ «:P, and these may be used to calculate the 

Euler characteristic of the image Xt of a stable defonnation of f in terms of the 

... k 
Milnor numbers of the isolated complete intersection singularities D (f,y(k» and 

fi k (f)/ Sk ., Details will be given in [Ma]; for now we limit ourselves to stating: 

3.2 Proposition. Let f: (<<:n,O) ~ (<<:n+l,o) be of corank 1, and let Xt be the 

image of a stable defonnation of f. Then 
i) n=2 

X (Xt ) = 2 + fl (fi2(f)/ S2 ) + fl (fi 
3 
(f)/ S3 ) + fl (fi~(f,(2» ). 
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ii) n=3 

X (Xt ) = - J.1 (52
(f)/ S2) - ~ (53

(f)/ S3) - J.1 (54
(f)/ S4 )"-

- J.1 (52
(f,(2» )- J.1 (53

(f,(2,1» ). 

(because these formulae are proved by a topological argument and depend upon 

the fact that, for a non-empty leIs Yo of dimension r with Milnor fibre Yt, we 

have X(Y t) = 1 + (-1)r J.1(Y 0)' they are valid on the assumption that all of the 

schemes whose Milnor numbers are listed, are non-empty). The proof will be 

given in [Ma]. 

We now discuss briefly the relation of these invariants to those discussed in 

[Mo 2], for germs of maps (~2,0) -+ (~3,0). First, since for an O-dimensional 

complete intersection Yo defined by a map H:(~r,O) -+ (~r,O), J.1(Y 0) = dim~ 
0r/H*m.r -1 (see [Lo], 5.12), we have 

J.1 (52
(f,(2» ) = e - 1 and J.1 (53

(f)/ S3) = T-1 

where e and T are, respectively, the number of cross-caps (Whitney umbrellas) 

and triple points present in a stable perturbation of f. 

Second, it is easy to prove by e.g. the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, the relation 

when f is a quasi-homogeneous map-germ, then 
... 2 
D (f) is also quasi-

A_2 A....,2 
homogeneous, and so t (D (f)=J.1(D (f» , (where "C = Tjurina number) (see 

[Lo] 9.10). 

' ... 2 
If, further, D (f) is a hypersurface singularity (as is the case for all of the 

examples disussed in [Mo 2] with the exception of X4 ), it follows that 

...2 
J.1(D (f) is also equal to the length of the local ring 0 of the (zero-dimensional) 
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singular subspace of :51t) Since in [Mo 2] the inyariant N was defined to be 

the length of the kernel of an epimorphism from 0 to a ring of length C-1. we 

conclude from * that 

3.3 Proposition. For quasi-homogeneous map-germs f: (CC2,0) -+ (CC3,0) of 

... 2 (_2 ) 
corank 1, such that D (t) is a hypersurface. we have N = 2 J.1 D (f)/ S2 . 0 

In consequence, the codimension formula of page 378 of [Mo ·2] becomes 

cod (Jife,t) = C - 1 + T + J.1 (52
(f)/ S2 ) 

= x( Xt ) - 1; 

this is thus valid (empirically) for all quasi-homogeneous germs in the list on 

page 378 of [Mo 2], and in particular for all simple singularities of mappings CC2 

3 -:+ CC . 

To conclude, we relate these invariants (in the case of germs of maps 

. 2 ... 2 
f: (CC2,0) -+ (CC3,0» to the Milnor number of the image D (f) of D (t) under 

projection into CC2. 

3.4 Theorem. Let f: (CC2,0) -+ (CC3,0) be finitely }I-determined. Then 

2 ~ (_2 ) J.1(D (t) = J.1(D (t) + 6 T = C - 1 + 6 T + 2 J.1 D (f)/ S2 

Proof. Let F: (CC2 x CC, 0) -+ (CC3 x CC, 0) be a 1-parameter unfolding of f, such 

... 2 
that ft is stable for t ¢. O. Then D (F) is a normal surface singularity. for it is 

Cohen-Macaulay and has an isolated singularity at O. In the diagram 
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.... 2 2 
the map D (F) -+ D (F) (projection) is thus the normalisation. Now the fibre 

D2(ft) of D2(F) over t E ~-{O}, is a nodal curve with 3T crossings. Thus, 

B(D2(ft )) = 3 T. 

By Proposition 3.3 of [TeJ, 

2 _2 
= B(D (f)) - B(D (f)) 

and the theorem follows by Milnor's formula J..1 = 2 B - r + 1 ( for the number of 

-2 
irreducible components of D (f) is the same as the number of irreducible 

2 components of D (f)). 0 

3.5 Corollary. The map-germ f: (~2, 0) -+ (CC3,0) is finitely j[-determined 

if and only if J..1(D
2

(f)) < 00. 

....2 
Proof. Finite determinacy holds if and only if T < 00 and D (f) has isolated 

singularity (see [Mo 2]). 0 

We remark 'that 3.2(i), 3.4 and 3.5 hold also for map-germs of corank 2, if we 

use the Buchweitz-Greuel definition, [B-G], of the Milnor number of a curve 

germ with isolated singularity, which is not a complete intersection, and replace J..1 

3' (5 (f)/ S3) by T-1. 
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_2 / . Of course, 0 (f) S2, as the quottent of a Cohen-Macaulay genn by a fil)ite 

group action, is itself Cohen-Macaulay, and so 4.2.3. of [B-G] applies to give. 

Generalisation of 3.4 and 3.5 to higher dimensions is not always possible, since 

02(f) is singular along 03(f) (= projection to a:n of 61f) ), and therefore will 

have non-isolated singularity if the dimension of 153(f) is greater than O. Thus, 

although one can replace 3.2(i) by a fonnula involving C,T and ~ (5 2 
(f) ), 

(using 3.4), it is not possible to do the same with 3.2(ii). 
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